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ABSTRACT 6 PREFACE

This monograph provides a revised list of research hypotheses ane questions,

a detailed review of psychological and operational definitions of over fifteen voca-

tional constructs (including such ambiguous concepts as vocational stability and

vocational satisfaction), and an overview of projected research procedures. In Addis.

Lion, a comprehensive set of appendixes has been included to allow the reader to

better understand the measurement tools and procedures used in this research.

Except for copyrighted matter, professional readers are'invited to use any in-

strument developed by project staff if they will make appropriate reference in their

publications and if they will provide the project director with a copy of their

completed work.

Readers, and their colleagues, should also note the continued availability of

single copieo of: a) A summary of the original NIB research proposal and b) Mono-

graph I: The vocational choice process of non-professional workers: A review of

Holland's theory and the sociological theories. The disseminaticn of research pro-

cess materials end research results is a continuing priority for the project staff.

Finally, we invite critical comments and suggestions from readers, concerning

this monograph or other work. We have used such comments and although we've been a

bit slew in the past, we promise to give your letter or card prompt attention.

Paul R. Salomone

March, 1974
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

This research project focuses on the vocational choice process of non-profes-

sional workers and will study several vocational constructs which have previously

been dimonsionalized or have been operationalized as part of the current research.

The project combines two major types of research, theoretical research and survey re-

search, by: a) empirically testing the assumptions or propositions of a major exist-

ing vocational choice theory (Holland, 1959, 1966, 1973) and b) studying the voca-

tional development process of a group of workers, non-professionals, who have gener-

ally been ignored.

The need for an expanded understanding of the vocational choice process of non-

professional persons is becoming increasingly clear as vocational counselors, school

counselors and other helping professionals are confronted with the necessity of pro -

riding guidance to non-college bound youth and to "disadvantaged" persons. In times

of limited economic growth when the desirability of a college education may be ques-

tioned by some youth, counselors and guidance personnel must be equipped to make

sound manpower and training decisions.

Purpose of the Research

It is evident that a need currently exists for research which attempts to broad-

en the knowledge and understanding of the vocational choice process, to include non-

professional workers, through an orderly process ot testing the propositions and

assumptions of a major choice theory. The need for this research seemed especially

urgent since: a) of all of the, current vocational choice theories Holland's theory

seems to be most amentble to the inclusion of extra-individual factors "whose influ-

ence is usually recognized though sidestepped by most theorists" (Carkhuff, et al.,

1967) and b) vocational counselors who work with young persons not planning to enter

college or with semi-skilled and skilled workers need, as a foundation, a useful,

relevant vocational choice theory (Semler, 1968).

The basic purpose of this research project is to assess the validity of Holland's

evolving theory of vocational choice and to determine the extent to which this theory

can be used to aid non-professional workers and high school students to make sound

vocational decisions. The extension and accumulation of basic knowledge regarding

the vocational choice process of clerical, skilled, semi-skilled, and unskilled wor-

kers will be e.ccomplished through the planned testing of a number of the basic as-

sumptions, propositions and hypotheses which Holland tind other researchers have
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offered for study and investigation.

In addition to using Rolland's theory as a guide to the development of testable

hypotheses, components of several sociological theories of occupational choice

(Caplow, 1954; Miller b Form, 1951; Ginzberg, et al., 1951) willjie used to attempt

to explain the vocational behavior of non-professional workers.

The current research will also investigate both the "accident" or "chance" ele-

ment in the vocational choice process, and the influence of "contingency" factors

(Crites, 1969) in the choice procebe. Betides being asked to provide a detailed

description of their work histories, non-professional workers will be asked to out-

line, in a step-by-step manner, the internal and external factors which influenced

vocational decision-making at several critical points in their lives.



CHAPTER II

REVIEW OP LITERATURE

Overview of Monograph I

The purpos3 of this section is to briefly summarize recent research concerning

the usefulness of John Holland's theory in understanding the vocational choices of

non-professionals. SeCtion Iof Monograph I (Salomone and Shrei, 1973) focused on

studies which use working adults as subjects and, to some extent, on studies in which

vocational high school students comprise the sample. A review of research on college

students was omitted since Holland's'(1973) literature review (entitled "Some evi-

dence") is comprehensive and up-to-date. Section II of Monograph I provided a review

of sociological viewpoints of the impact which "chance" factors may make on an indi-

vidual's vocational decision.

Holland's theory (1959), briefly summarized, assumes that at the time of voca-

tional choice, at individual is the product of, his heredity and of a wide range of

environmental forces. From his experiences tha individual develops a hierarchy of

orientations for coping with his environment. Each Of these personal orientations

has its counterparts in environmental settings of different orientations. Thus, the

theory proposes that the individual gravitates, so to speak, toward the specific

environments which are congruent with his personal orientation hierarchy, or pattern.

Holland has identified six model orientations, each of which is composed of charac-

teristic coping patterns, personal traits, educational and vocational patterns, and

other attributes. The orientations are termed: Realistic, Investigative, Social,

Conventional, Enterprising, and Artistic. Recent research by Holland and his col-

leagues (1969) has confirmed that the orientations are related psychologically and

has demonstrated a spatial relationship, a hexagonal model, as well.

Several other assumptions, of a secondary nature, have also been proposed by

Holland and tested by many researchers. They include the concepts of: consistency,

congruence, and homogeneity. Consistency refers to the extent of relatedness between

pairs of personality types (i.e., Realistic, Social), within an individual, which

would be manifested on a personality pattern. An inconsistent pattern is a person-

ality pattern in which the subject indicates a substantial interest for two or three

orientations which are not logically compatible. For example, high scores on the

Realistic and Social scales, placing them side by side on a pattern code, would indi

cote that, the subject liked occupations and activities which ate, normally, mutually

exclusive.
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Congruence requires the comparison of the personality orientation of an indivi-

dual and of an environment. SiMilarity of person-environment types defines congru-

ence, whereas' incongruence "occurs when a type lives in an environment that provides

opportunities and rewards foreign to the person's preferences and abilities - for

instance, a realistic ripe in a social environment" (Holland, 1973, p.'4-5).

Homogeneity (now termed differentiation) refers to the extent to which a person

or environment resembles but a single classification type. The heterogeneous, or

lees well-differentiated, person has peak scores on several orientations (e.g., VPI

scales). Finally, stability of vocational Choice refers to the degree to,which the

worker when changing jobs, stayed in the same field or occupation (a "nen-changer"),

moved to a major field cr occupation in the same type as his original choice (an

"intraclass changer"), or moved from an occupation in one type to an occupation in

a different type (an "interclass changer ") 1Holland, 1966).

Holland's recent review of research supports the main proposition of his theory.

The personality typeP Holland describes appear to mature, perceive occupations, seek

occupations, make various degrees of changes among occupations, and exhibit behaviors

paralleling theoretical expectations. The environmental models Holland outlines

appear useful to characterize not only occupations, but also educational environments.

Holland's environmental descriptions, established with relation to the six person-

ality types, are clearly consonant with many physical and non- psychological aspects

of an environment. Finally, the research, evidence indicates, to a limited degree

that (as predicted) ,..ersonality types are influenced by environments.

In general, Salomone and Shrey (1973) found mixed results concerning the vali-

dity of Holland's theoretical propositions. There is some evidence that person-

environment congruence is related,. to other important vocational variables (i.e.,

satisfaction and achievement) and much agreement - across theorists and researchers -

that workers search for a vocational environment compatible with their vocational

personality which includes needs, interests, orientations, etc. The notion of "occu-

pational fit" or "self-job matching" is an old one and, apparently, still viewed as

important and useful.

Other hypothetical assumptions made by Holland (1966, 1973) were less well

supported. They include the concept of the "consistency" of a vocational personal-

ity, and the interpretation of personality patterns as homogeneous (differentiated)

or heterogeneous. Much evidence is noted in Holland's (1973) book to support the

basic theory that personal, vocational and environmental orientation can be categor-
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ized into six types and that a useful occupational classification system can, thereby,

be derived.

Lastly, Monograph I contains a discussion of the varying views and orientations

of psychologists and sociologists as they study (or ignore) the impact of environ-

mental influences on the vocational decision-making process of non-professional

workers. The discussion includes the notation that chance occurrences and contin-

gency factors (for example, socio-economic status) influence the decision of every

individual, but aro especially critical to the non-professional. Such workers, more

so than others, seem to be affected by non-psychological (i.e., social, economic Ind

chance) circumstances in their lives. They simply do not have the resources, the

training opportunities or the experiences to be as much the "prime mover" (Ginzberg,

1972) regarding vocational decisions as do professional, better-educated workers.
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CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY: REVISED

. itititedlitjatitgeLL_IthqALuiResearcuesonti

1. ymHtheseeLRolland'e Theory of Vocational Ctoic

1. Individuals holding the same (or similar) job titles, regardless of setting,

will have similar personality patterns* will describe themselves in similar

ways, and will have similar socio-economic histories.

The vocational satisfaction of individuals Wit1Wparsonality and envi-

ronment are congruent will be greater than the vocational satisfaction of

persons with limited personality-environment congruence.

3. The vocational stability of persons with substantial congruence between

their personalilty AO their environment wil14,zreater than the vocal;

tional stability of individuals with limited personality-environmental

congruence.

4. The extent of vocational success (achievement) attained by persons with

substantial personality-environment congruence will be greater than that

attained by individuals with limited personality-environment congruence.

5. There is it significant and positive relationship between: 1) level of

vocational satisfaction and degree of vocational stability, 2) level of

vocational satisfaction and degree of vocational success, and 3) degree of

vocational stability and degree of vocational success.

6. Persons having substantial vocational stability will express a greater

degree of vocational satisfaction than persona with limited vocational

stability.

7. Workers demonstrating a substantial degree of vocational stability will

also show a higher level of vocational success than persons with limited

vocational stability.

8. Workers with consistent personality patterns will demonstrate a greater

degree of vocational stability than will individuals with inconsistent

patterns.

9. Workers with realistic and/or investigative personality patterns will evi-

dence a greater degree of vocational stability than will persons of the

other four personality orientations (Holland, 1966).

10. Subjects with consistent personality patterns will express a greater degree

of vocational satisfaction than will persona with inconsistent patterns.

4



ii., InjJiduAtá With consistent*reetialityvatterts wilFeVidenie greater

, levels of vocationalxsuccess than will pepions'with inconfisteht-patterns.

Perdealkith-CatiOetedt:OeesdniiityliattOthd will eipreauhigherleVeli-of

vocational"latpiationtUth0641114efsons'Olth ineetiSiatent patteras.'

13."' PeieOils ViiittfOCeitatitorit e ff00011.V1)atteritti,Wi1Vindicatii that their

Vocationai choice decisions wore 'determinedliy'etwOontentel:falltors took

'Pheitlently theirtall persona 'With ceneistentpettertis-

14. 'Persons With consistent personaliti*Patt4rni'whese,6riginal vocational

choiCe waOhwarte&by en4ironmental factors,Will iere'ofteh have selected

ether occupations of 'the saM6 personality type than indiVidllelewith

inconsistent patteens. , :Ls -"; t -":

15. 'Persons with consistent personality patterns will be 00r4 personally comrs,

'patent effeeilvel- able to Cope) than will individuale-With inconsis-

tentpatterns. 6-

'16$ tersona'wfth well differentiated personality patterns will be more person-

ally competent than Will individuals with poorly'differentiatedlatterns

(Holland, 1973).

17. Perions with well'diffetentiated personality patterns wil/ be,more voca-

tionally stabld-than will individuals with poorly differentiated pattynns

-(Hollandp'1973). '

18. Persona with vell'differentiated personality patterns-will-be more vote-

tionally successful than will individuals with poorly- differentiated

patterns ..(Holland, 1973).

1 Among ndiVidUali with consistent personality patterns, the extent to

which environmental (chance) factors influence vocational, choice decisions

will be a function of the particular personality type which i8 dominant

in thr pattern.

20. Vocational aspirations will be positively associated with the model types

in the following order: enterprising, social, artistic, investigative)

conventional, realistic'(Holland, 1973, p. 25)..

21. Vocational success (achievement) will be positively associated with the

mode4,,types In the following orders, enterprising, sociai artistic in-

vesiigatikee, conventional, realistic (Holland, 1973).

2 Iteseerch PaCtors inNoCational Choice

1. What types of critical life incidents do non-professional, non-managerial



. workers identify as having a major impact on their_ocatiOnal choice de.

ciaions? :-
. Were the 4atical incidents,speoified,largely. environmental Chance occur-

renlas) contingency faCtore or related,to other,lifevente7; ,

To what extent AecontingeHM,J4aters influenwvocational choice decisions

Awns non-PV9fessiono/yo;kofik? .,,,
4. To what extS4tA0 chance facters,influencelvocetionai,choieadecisions

teams nork-P,roSeueiontil workers?, -,,
r.

What vocational needs 0.a., advancement, authorityLindependence0compen-

..sationi variety, achievement*.ec.),apeapeeified an 1)44 100,c' important

to vocational satisfaction?

6. rliven a saCond-apportunity;te begin one's vocational life again* ,and given

unlimited-finaneial.resources,,,wbat thangee-.4n, terms of vocatAnal.aspir-

ation (levels) and direction--were indicated by the subjectO?

7. _How similar to a'"hoped.for" first choice* Antierms_of, vocational aspire-

, --tiOns.and direction, was,the subject's actual choice?,

8. What were the major reasons for job changes?

96 .When workereleft-jobs,W,;reaeone,of upward ophiiitY6,Wsra,the ,new jobs

or occupations consistent with the old:occupations?' ,

10. How well do self-descriptive adjectives selected by 40bJaCts of each per.

sonality type agree with-personality desOlptionsyhieh Holland (1973) has

applied to his six personality types? ,

B. VoCtal-Const.ructea'dsurettAgaiorlal-an-P.tholoialDefinitoa:

Aspiratiods' 'vocational,
,

Vocational or occupational aspiration refers to the vocational choice an indi-

vidual Mould consider to be ideal. As Crites 4900 noted,, aspirations "almost
- 7 -

always refer to the level at which an indiVidnal wishes to work".not the type of

work or field he wishes to enter. Crites carefully distinguished between vocational

choice, preference and aspirations.

,Choice is more realistic than either preference or aspiration,
and'Oreference iielbre'realietic than aspiration. to stating
an aspiration,, the individual: indulges in fantasy-and conceives
of the "merely possible"--what he wishes ho could do if he
could enter his ideal occupation (Crites, 1909, p. 132).

The OCcupational Aspiration Scale (OAS) devised by Wier and Haller (1964)
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designed to determine the individual's Love. of,00CupatiOnalAspiration (LOA);

Vocational aspiration is measured by consideri4:0:4044Ceo choiciOrpsea list of

occupational titles. A respondent's W40 occupational aspiration is determined

by his choices of ehort-range and long-range '1realistieu'occupatione, and short..
, ;, 4 . :I,- f.,. .,. ,-- ,-,i ;1-. , . ;;.. ,

range and long-ranie"idealistie" occupations. The reepom*WO total score on,the

Occupa'tional. Aspiration Scale reflects not onlyhis)'idealietichoice of an occu-

patiol, but also his "realistic" choice of an occupation. <

The OAS is a multiple-chotoe instrument, origOallyOlantid4 for:high,school
y, r ,qi. .

students, which is composed of LOA questions designeCtOspecify.idealistic or real-

istic aspiration levels at short-range and longraage career peints The inventory

consists of eight items, each of which refers to a separate list of ten occupational

titles, ranked according to prestige. The instrument may be administered to groups

or individuals. within a 20'minute OeriO-C Scoring results may be interpreted as a

relative indicator of the prestige level:on,theoccuPational hierarchy which anAndi-

vidual views as a goal. The reliability coeffici00fthe,OAS are

.80i and the instrument's validity, althoughitjamtimated, appears promising.-

The Vocational Aspiration Scale..(an_ebbreviatO4 form Of the OAS) consists of

four groups of fifteen occupational. titles (repreeentinge range of ocoupational

prestige), to which a eubject.appliep one of four questions..., Each occupational

title has been assigned aliORO (NationalOpinionlesearWCoOter),,sCore«This,score

was obtained by NORCAnterviewerv(lodgeletal., G1964):vhWAsked a nationally re-

Presented °ample of 2,920 adults and youths :torate,theAlrootige of 90 occupations,

classifying these occupations as being of 1) excellent etendtng, 2) good standing,

3) average standing, 4) somewhat below average standing, or 5) poor atanding. For

the NORC study, a mean score was computed by wiping a valuo:ofJ100-to each 'excel..

1.90t7 rating, 40 to each "good', rating, 60 to each "average" rating, 40 to each

'-!.40mowhatrbelow average" rating, and 20 to each 'Ivor" :rating. For the present

study, a measure of vocational:aepiration:willba computed by swqM4i08 the NORO

acoron'aesigned=to each of the occupational titles chosen by the respondent for 44!

four aspiration questions,

Itemain-the Vocational Aspiration Scale were modified (from the 0410't04001Ce..

them applicable to non-professional workers.TheVAS:aheuldtake approximately ten

Oinutee to complete. A copy of the Vocational Aspiration Scale can be found in

Appendix A.
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2.:,ChanceqoaViropmentall factors

Chatic(Z or environmental factors aro those elements contributing to Voetiu;
, m ,1/4

-!

-ClondI choideWhich haVe no islictablO rlationshipto,moca4onal choice. Such

chime() occurieneee may affect the indivilual's.vOcational 001,00,4nd his vocational

futturoi.Chlince faCieraTI.cludei 1) national economic iituaCions;:2Ylo61 economic
).

situatiOnc;$10416Ymeni levels 'O'strikes; 3) war4,.6)'tIneXtieeted inforMation
,

about job openings, 7) UnOxpected parsonalevents **ding medical, family, etc.

sitntkneYs-b) naiiOttia0er'iOeei) Aisaetiere f*AselhOrr1eanee",',eie.',:'9)(unex-

pocted InfoiMatiOnabOut training, 1O) unexpected financial aupport,,and 11) other
; ;.

nriexpecteAfer unpredictable events.

3. C°111;4,PO:7 lAq91RtfuliM

CongruenCe;requirWtW'comparison OfIthe personality orientation of an `ittdi

vidual'anCoflen envIrontentimilarity-06ersOn-envirOnMenttypea 'defines con-

tiTuotiOhoreas inC008rnence-occUre wheti'004'47vet(inivenVironMOnt that:pro«

Vides:opportOnities and:rewardsiforeignto theInitdOn'e Profereneed and abilities

fOritiacatiCreelistiptyPe4n.a:0OCialenVirenment7(110140if1973;

Congruence oUpersorialltypettern and environmental, pattern' be;assessed. by

using the Mollend, ot.411(1969),hexegooal model ofootliare'04::-Werker's VPI ode

(personality' pattern) and'.,thPi 'Code °flag:416 00?':(0Vitentental pattern).

Holland, (1972):elaeSified:832occuPetions obtained frem the Purdue Oceupa-

tionel Research Center (McCormick, et al6 1969) 'arid evaluated the relationship of

32 job factors (from Purdue data) with Holland's occupational classification system.

One result of the study was that Holland'aclaSsifiCation-(six environmental tripes)

and the objectives job factora were highly'teletech

As noted by Molland,(1973), the ilearee of congruence (i,e.,'the extent of

person -- environment compatability) can be defined by comparing the relationship of

the worker's personality-type and his envirodthental type, using the hexagonal model

(Appendix B). :Pour leVels of congruence-incongruence can be assigned. First, high,

congruence denotes a perfect match (e.g., realistic- realistic) between coded per-

sonality pattern and environmental patterd. BecondOow congruende'denotes a person-

environment match -such that'theAwe types are in Adjoining'positions on the he$4,,

gonal realistic-conventional; or realisticinvestigative). : Third, low incon-

gruence (a lesser decree of congruence) represents a person-environment match such

that the two types occupy distant (but not opposite) positions on thu hexagonal.



Finally, i incongruence rtifers to the situation in which the two types, for the

person-environmont match, are opposite each other on the hexagenalo The situations

of high incongruence are 114 or $-R, 14 or g-4 and A..0 oi

The personal and situation characteristics that create a particular
degree of congruence can be made explicit by reviewing the formula-
tions for the type and the environment involved, For instance, a
social type in a social environment is en- 'extreme case of congruence
for many reasons, The social person is provided an opportunity
to engage in social activities, to use social competencies, to
perform services he values, to sea himself as understonoing,and
helpful, and to exhibit personality traits of generosity,Ariend-
liness, and sociability. In turn, the social envimmeat.reinforces
the self-image the social,type,brings to the environment,and rewards
him for social values'snd social personality traits such as gener-
osity, friendliness, and sociability. Of perhaps equal importance,
a social type in a social environment can also avoid the activities

,

he dislikes, the demands for competencies he lacks, the Who and
self-images he does, not value, and the situations in which his
personality traits are not encouraged. (Holland, 1973, p. 38)

4. 291194111E92:AllatltstenoY,

Consistency refers to the extent of relatedness between pairs of personality

types Realistic, Social), within an individual, which would ba.manifested

On a personality pattern. An inconsistent pattern is s personality pattern in

which the subject indicates substantial interest for two or throe orientations

which are not logically compatible For example, high scores on thalloalietie and

Social scales, placing them side by side on apatternoode,Hwould indicate that the

subject liked occupations and activities which are, normally, Mutually exlcusive.

'Thus, to assess the level of consistency of a personality pattern the two V?I

scales which receive the S's highest scores are compared with the hexagonal model

to determine their position to each other. If these scale -typos are adjacent to

each other, the pattern is highly consistent. If they are opposite to each other,

the pattern Wincensistent (or low consistency), Where the scale -types are neither

adjacent nor opposite (e.g., Realistic - Artistic), the pattern has a middle level of

consistency.

The following table, taken from Holland (1973, p. 22) identifies the level of

consistency foraach two -code personality pattern.



Levels of Consistency,

0 o0000%,

Level of
Consistency

Personality Patterns

. ContingencYJactors

tontingency faCtors arethOee elemente contributing to an individual's voca

tional choice which are, predictable and can be considered when the indiVi4041,Makes

a vocational deCision or Plans for hip.vocatiOnal fUt000' cen4Ntencyfectors,in-

clUde ell attribUteS, values and personality factors Which, if measured, could Po-

tentiallycontribute to the prediction of vocetiOnal:choicedeCioionstingency

faCtora:itiCl'udel intelligence level, 2) socioeconomic status (social class),

3) availability of vocational training ePPOrtunitiee individual's economic and

personal eligibility for training, 5) individual's level of awareness concerning:

Vocational opportunities, 6) eduChtional level, 7) sex, 8) religieu$ background,

9) father's occupatiOn, 10) ethnic and/or racial background, 11) perception of

family influence, 12) perception of community/cultural influence, 13) financial

responsibilities, 14) perceived skills and abilities, 15) perCeiyed ocCupational

accessibility, 16) other personal,, measurable traits.

6. Critical Incidents

The critical incident (C.I.) technique was developed by Flanagan (1954) as a

method for gathering effective and ineffective incidents. of on- the -job behavior from

individuals occupying a particular job. Although the purpose of most of the ref:-

potted research using the 0.I. procedUre has been the job analysis of various prof

feasional and managerial workers (Jacques, 1959; Truax, 1956; Wagner, 1949), a few

researchers have adopted the technique for the study of counseling and psychotherapy.

variables (filbert, 1957; Smith, 1954). In essence, the C. I. technique requires

the respondent to recall a significant incident, relevant to the variable being ,
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studied, which was-most effective (or least effective) for achieving some goal. The

supposition underlying the 0,1. method is that such eritical-Aceerrence; will be

accurately and easily recalled by the subject. Thu researcher's task is to then

evaluate and categorize the information which is ebtainech

Flanagan (1954) emphasized that the C.I. technique "does not consist of a single

rigid set of rules governing such data c011ectionRather it Ahould_b0 tho4ht of

as a fleXible set of principles which must be modified and adapted to meet the spell

cilia situation at hand" (p. 335). Other'eseential:points that Flanagan made

include' 1) the necessity for presenting subjects with clear instructione'andtaska

2) the importance of satisfactorily clissifying critical incidental) the accepta-

bility of recalled incidents to provide adequate data and 4) the value of the Cit.

technique in (mailed) questionnaires in situatiensAohere-S's are motivated to read

the instructions carefully and answer the questions conscientiously.

In the current study subjects will bo asked to list the title of their first

full-time job, the job they believe was most satisfying and their tumor jo title.

Then they will be asked to describe, in detail, the circumstances at that pointin

their life which lead them to takethe particular job. Last, they will be Asked, to

think about the sequence of jobs they have,hed and the ways in which they made the

decision to take these jobs. "What were the most important events in your life,

which contributed to the selection of these jobs?" Mese and other eimilar.queetions

are included in Section V, Other Vocational Information, in the. Background InfOrma-

tion Form (Appendix 0)'.

F. Differentiation (homogeneity)

Differentiation refers to the extent to which a person or environment resembles

but a single classification type. The well-differentiated person is very similar

to individuals of one particular personality typo in terms of interests, personal

characteristics and typical modes ef),ehavior. The heterogeneous, or less well-
,

differentiated, person resembles many personality types and would have peak scores

on several personality type orientations (i.e., VPI scales).

According to Holland (1973, p. 22-23):

The differentiation of a personality pattern is expressed as a
numerical value that eqUals the absolute difference between a
persOn's highest and lowest VPI scores for the realistit, in-
tellectual,' sociel, conventional, enterprising, and artistic

settles. These scale scores can range from 0 to 14. .Well-dif-
ferentiated patterns have sharp'peake and low valleys, whereas

poorly differentiated patterns are retatively flat. TO some
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cited 'by Holland and Baird (1968), define interpervonal competency as 'aceUited

ability for effective interaction" and Wit:Ate:that eUCh cOMpetency consists of

"health, intelligence, empathyveuton00Y, judgMent and creativity".
.

White (1959) indicated that
;

the concept of inierpereonal'competencialso

eludes a "ittaeof coPPOtence* a feeling of being interpersonally competent. This

awareness of one's offectiVen604 in dealing with others and with ilwenVironment,

then, is attg, to the view of competence as kshaylagarreloted events or conse-

quences, )4Ora recently, White (1973) tied 4ie two ideas together by focusing 'on

competence and confidence. "Important in one's sense of self', is one's conga-

ten in dealing with the relevant environment and one's confidapee of being able,

When necessary, to have desired effects" (White, 1973, p. 60)p

TO measure interpersonal competency for the current research, several insert*

ments were used or adapted. TheY are the 1) interpersonal CoMpetencY Scale-. ,

(Holland anCHaird, 1968), 2) Anomy Scale (McCiesky and Scheer, 1965),3) Self-/weep-

tone° Seale; abbreviated and modified (Berger, 1952), 4) Internal vi Bxternal

Control Scale; abbreviated and modified (Rotter, 1966), and 4) Vocational Maturity

Scale; abbreviated and modilied (Crites, 1965),

The Interpersonal Competency (IC) Scale was deleloped to measure the general:

diapoottion or capacity of the individual for interpersonal competency. The results

of several studies using the ICScaleindicateda*rogre/ationshiP between inter-

personal-eking and general Psychological health, although it'wesorfginallY intend-

ed to assess one's ability to deal with others, rather than Personal'effectiVeneee.

The IC Scale contains twenty true -false items which are interesting and non-

offensive. The estimated reliability of the IC Scale, When administered to 6289

male and 6143 female college students, was .69 and .67, respectively. The test-

retest reliability for a smaller saMplp showed results ranging from .63 to

Several comprehensive studies of college students, performed for the American College

Testing program, provided evidence for concurrent and predictive validity of the IC

Scale. A copy of the. nterpersonal Competency Scale can be found in Appendix D.'

Before evaluating the Anomy Scale (McClosky and Scheer, 1965) it may be well to

note that sociologists have traditionally defined "anomy" as a condition of relative

normlessness in a society. Merton (1957) believed that anomy was the result of "a

breakdown in the cultural structure, occurring particularly when there is an acute

disjunction between the cultural norms and goals, and the socially structured capa-

cities of members of the group to act in accord with them" (p. 121) Srole (1956)

viewed anomy as a psychological state which refers to "the indiVidUal's generalized,
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pervasive sense of 'solf-toOthers b010081081100, at, ono extreme compared with "sOlf-

toothere distance' and 'self -to- others alienatiO10, at the other Pale of the contin-

uum." He later broadened this conceptualization to include the POSaibility that

anomy might be a function not only nfliocial conditions but alio OtpersohOlity

factors.
1 - 3 ,

In a summary atatement, McClosky and Scheer (1965) indicated that anomy "may be

only one of many, symptoms emaresOng 0 hogatGlitic, deapairingoutlook on'one's-

life and on the community in which:ene'ii4ei," They believed that the tendenoy to

porceive'society-as aoraless, mom-4Y chaotic, and adrift'ii 4flanction of One'S'in-

tellectaWand pewmalitY charactorieties. Anemic'feelings,resutt when socialize-.
.

tion and learning of.;the norms are impeded. Such personality dispOsitions also

reduce one's chances tor effective interaction and core dnieatiOn; one is:16ea person-
-

ally competent.

The Anomy Scale (Appendix 8) contains nine true-false items and was developed at

the University of Minnesota as part ofa large iaventory,of,scales. The Anomy Scale

was deeigned to measure response to social and political conditions; it places pri-

mary emphasis on feelings of norcleseneea andlmalintegration of cultural goals.

goliability was assessed using a Spearman -Brown split -half correlation; the toliabil-

itycoeffitient was .76. A series of concurrent and predictivolyaliaitystddies pro-

vided substantial supportive evidence for the validity of the Anomy Scale.

8orgor's (1952) Self Acceptance Scale was developed using a definition of self-

acceptance provided in Sheerer's,(1949) study. The 'behavior of a self-acCeptant

Person is characterized by internalized values (rather than external Oresedre), "a

faith in his capacity to cope with life", reepensibilitypective acceptance of

criticism, sense of self-worth, and an absenee of ehynessor self - consciousness,

The SA scale includes 36 items related to self-acceptance and 24 iteMicOnicerned

with acceptance of others. The respondent uses A Likert-type scale in which answers

range flow "Not at all true of myself (1)" to "True of myself (5)". teveral:goups

of college students, and othera, were used to assess the reliability ana'yalidity 0:

the instrument. Split -half reliabilities of .15-.89 were obtained using the Spear,

man -Brown formula. Some evidence of construct validity.Was'eecUred-by comparing the

SA scores of a gro,* of students with juAged self-acceptintee ratinga of essays which

they wrote about theaselvea. The average correlation 0410:00;

For the present study, 30 of the 36 Self- Acceptance (Appendix4) items were

retained although a few items were reworded to change the direction of the items.

In addition, the response moae was chaaged from the iikert-type format to a Trde-



False format. Thit was done partially to itondardiii the response procedure for the

entire, 100 item Personal Opinion Puestionnaire.

. A modified and abbrivlated form of Rotter's (1966) fnternal vs External don.

troi,(IE) Scale was includedinthioprojecOi:"Personal Opinion

(Appendix0) although we recognized theconcepitialjtimilarities:hetween "internal

control", self acceptance or esteem, and personal competency (Robinson and Shaver,

1960). Whether the measures of these constructs sUbetantial overlapping

information remains to be seen, and will be assessed using fietor analytic techniques,

One ofthe key propositioni in social learning theoryli"that reinforcement of

a person's behavior will strengthen the expectancy that the particular behavior or

event will be rewarded in the future. IndivOuali come to`-differ in their perCeption

that certain rewards are determined by chanCe or by personal eki/ls. Accerding to

Rotter (1966),

People in4tmreticanAuiturehal'e-develePe4,8Pneralie00expeetanc4es
in leareia8eituations in regard to whether or not reinforeement,
reward or aitecess'in-thaie'eitUatiOns is 'dependene'vpo,their-oWn
behavior or is controlled by external 8040,0,iPtirtioVAOrW1110
(and) Chance. . . Not only do sobieota in SenerarAiftarentiate
learning situations as internally or externally,40termineft
individuals differ in a generalized expectancylit'how they regard

the same situation. f

Thus, the notion of internal-external .control, simply stated, iwthati.people

differ coneiderably in their view of'the extent to Which-they have contol'over their

environment,' 'their success at work or in, interpersonal relations, and; itygeneral,

their life. The I-E scale purports to measure the_oiientationef an individUal on

the dimension of internal vs. external control.

Rotter's T-E Scale containa'29 items', ,'Of which six are "filler" items.- Each

item presents the $ with a choice of two opinion statements about'a'situation. The

items deal with theS's belief about the nature of the world. The ,respondent chooses

between the external or internal locus of control statement and his total score is

the number of external' items he endorsed.'

For the present study, Ratter's 1-E scale was modified and abbreviated in,the

following wayt a)'the "filler" items were dropped, b) 15 items having theltighest

correlation with the total scale (.24 ...48) wore chosen from the remaining 23 items

c) the 15 forced choice items were converted to 30 True, False items by using each of

the two statementlin 1,-B item'al aseparate item, and the 30 items were distri-
.

buted among other itemerin the project's "Personal Opinion Questionnaire".
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In an early, provocative essay, Crites (1961) analyted various definitions of

vocational maturity available:at that time and proposed that vocational maturity be

defined b by behavior ind-deVeiopmental tasks. The procedure he suggested was to

"1) identify an individual's develepmentil,taeks ind life Stage from his chronologi-

cal age, wither; 2) deterridnehis degree of vocational developmont Within the life

stage fret.; his behavior" (p. 258).

In 1965, Crites presented a partial sOlution to the measurement of vocational

msturityle adolescence by publishing the Attitude Test-of the VoCational 6evelopment

Inventory. The Career Maturity inventory (Crites, 103) incorpOrated the VbX and

added u maturity Compet4nee Thisdevelopment of thMiparcilleled recent work

by Westbrook and Perry -Hill (1973) who Stresselthe desirability of Measuring the

cognitive processes involved in making vocationally mature decisions.

For the present study, eleven items of 'Crites' (1965) VD/, modified 6r adult

use using suggestions by Sheppard (1971), Were used (Appendix H). Thesell items

were'a0Ong'15 items of vocational mitdritY'uSed redently'in'lphn H011and's "Life

Plans. Inventory". The items-were dietriUtedeystematically throughout the project's

"Personal Opinion Questionnaire ".

10. Personality patterns

Personality patterns, or profiles, refer to the configuration.of=scale scores

which resultslrom the use of the Vocational Preference Inyentory, 041and!l9Wer

the Inventory of Occupational Preferences-(Salomene, 1912)1 The,resultaofelther

inventory can bp used to specify the personality type of the.respondent k, According

to Holland's (1973) vocational choice theory.

The Vocational Preference Inventory,(Appendix I) contains 160 occupational

titles to. which. the respondent ipAookerd to _indicate his. like, or dislike, for the occu-

pation, The VPI serves as.both 40Aatetaat inventory and a personality instrument:

when it,is used to assess personality, types vocational. eice thaetY.

The inventory has eleven scales,, -six of,which,are moat used in vocational counseling`

and in researching vocational choice clessificstionvand personality .-type issues..

These six scales, eimilar.wHolland'a orientations, are titled ; ,,Realistic,

lectual, Spciali Conventional, Enterprieing and Artistic. Holland (1965) note4 that

The neutral tontent'of the inventory and-itsjOtwgive it
the following desirable properties; (1) occupational titles
provide subtle stimuli which elicit, positive interest and
avoid the negative teacticSee'eoMetiniei provoked by"ObVio0s"'

-Porsorlai4y.inyentortes and projective devices with excessive
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ambiguity and threat; (2) occupational content reduces the
subleot's nee A to "fake" since ,this_ kind of content is usu-
dilY-porceiVedIe having to' personal adJUatmenti
And (3) the VPI provides at low cost a broadlango of-reliable
information about a subject An a brief testing and acoring
time Oithcitieiho need fot speCalloCtitintlit data 'proceeding
equipment, (p

The ovicience fdr-the-VPI'a conitructlialidity-found'in the literature (Holland,

1960, 1961, as well ihe4reeent646000110144 anclenpubiiihed resbarch

in the Manual (HdlIand,:7196t)gends.'subdtanti01-400Ort to theCCOntinued-usdi-for

cliniCal ani'reseaCh.PUrpoaes4:of thin instrument,Sitilat.re4idende fOr the VPI's

predictive validity :h40 beet found although Holland and Lute (1967)

indicated.thatthe USe(Of.the VP/ was' lesa.effeetiVeln:Predieting aetecten00,,voca..

tion41'dhoice thiiii'01mp1y'aiking the'etddoh,tO'exprogee

Reliabil1W4etfiiiente'6he intornal'ContiStencyder4tiChardOenlormula

21) of rang:0-lorsthetix wrist404,ou4otdreat

(sixth v111 i001eieWfiaid'766- ..89.-TWeiubjette ftoti which the were.001puted

Ooeiiioted of male employed`' adults who WerCiAob'a0OliCanW011WaiWO011ege'fresh-

meaMale44 N4280; feMalealrNs6143),''The test retest teitahtliWOeffOienteivary

depending upon the length oi'iimo'betweenyll adtbinietatioho The correlation.

range for a time lapse of six weekSAA ,74Ao '.981-forOWyearlzi61t0.'460or

foUryears: .45 to Thesamples for these cOrrelitio0010clUde MaWand female

National Merit t-Scholarship finalists, Coll4;e'freshmetand'011ese seniors;

The Inventory of Occupational Preference's (Appendix J) who constructed by,Salo-

mene (1972) Using non-profesaional and non- managerial titles frot-six Sources:-

(1) the DictionerYef Occupational Titles (U.S.. Employment Service, 1965)1' (2) the

Occupational Outlook Handbook-(U.S. Department of Labor, 1969); (3) the Classified

Index of Occupations and IndustrieS (U.S. Department of Labori1966)I (4) The Job

Guide for Young Workers (U.S. DepartMent of Labor,, 1963 - 1964); (5) A book by John

Holland .-;'The Psychology of Vocational chbtee (1966); and (6)'group discuSaion among

research assistants in the Rehabilitationteunselor Education program at Syracuse

UniVeraity.

Thirty job titles'in each of nollm1418 six Classification:: were seleCted, Occu-

patient: which were likely to be familiar to most of the target group were included.

Those Occupations which are designated as professional or managerial according to

the Dictionary of Occupational Titles (U.S,E.Si, 1965)er the general educctional

deveieptent level (GED) were not included in the4OP. Confusing job titleivvere



avoided in thsleonstruetion of.thelOP (such as Masseur, Statistician, Speculator in

Holland's VP1). r Odit4fin0/1yvthe 180 item e were kend004 :tirranSed in the inventory

to 004'4- locrder :

Another major, ftifeConciqestmaen Op inyoioiy 040p:449481 1',references (I0P)

and. the VII is the adUnistration dIrections given to SUbjdetsv-The:VPI directions,

ask:a 40404.0 Shc04 occupational ="i41r00,or,elle41,,to,YeAl!"er"you

or Sind uninteresting," ,Oukjectg ,are Aeke0 to. telke,tnCt, ,parksheneundecided

-about an,Q0MatIonc, Thellg!,,an,the other $landfIceret411Ya41404441*teriest

or appeal" froPliobe-you oan,do". ,e;; hat benn,the.obeeryetip,n ef,tWegrwt,re..

,seircher,that.persons.teking the VP/ often become confused when reedinS4ieb414es

, regarding whether they ,think they laeothe occupational .title and whetker,theythink

they,cquld ,fle, the work. Por,examplet a subject mAght_heve kpeeeing 1111,WP8t.In auto

mechanics .but blacktn N for "no" on the VP; because hp 440,tJhil* 1.!'94.1.4 MOM

the' work, or he believed that the type of work .was not e viable .alternate

Also, the procedure which allows resPondentecte skip.itemaie,net:rerToendedsby,

Guilford (1954) since .many response biases are introduced,bnich3he reepwAercannot

,identify,or control. 'The subject should be aeked to.respond in,some renner,to every

item, .Thus, the /QP inettncte the subject.totrospee0 to every 1teilpit14 ee431hether

the job title is Interesting or,Not Interesting. ,>

,ThelOP has six aoPriort 001%40: The presvoptien was 'lade that opcuplkionfil

titles can be classified into Holland's 0.970) eix.cetegoriee. 110 ,/end'e ,elefE1Ifica`

tian was extended. to non-managerial, non-professional, .Job t/t19PJ.1111,,,eixscalee of

the IeveaterY of Occupational Preference are: , (1)114040-"Ooor (me,c11044,.?qd

-'lahaing oteupation0);!(2) tTechnicalTanclY#oa1 (scientific occFpetions)j ,(3)t Social

service (educetional And, social welfare, oPqtiPAtione);,(4),91Prtc4X-C909,,(office

anCeletical, occupations) I, (5) Ausiness-resourcefulness (s,a),os, occupations),, (6) Ar-

. tistio-creative (avtistic,,,litoVVY, and P4Okeol occupations)
, Severe) re14abi1itY-An4 '4iicti,tY,01144elliwqr.0 Pallor CP0.ae_pert of thefideyOlop-

_,mantal process of thetoki,, Small field tests were earned out IP sYr4c9ee 110W Yofk

to assess the validity of the instrument* The validity, of the TOV wae,,,Y41114d in

three.waYel' (1)coocurrt validitY=wae,404eeeed by e00111444FJPS the ?1,1:T and

Hdlland's.VII,during one Oaaatan and,comparipg the respenees of the enbiet.ek,

(2)'construct validity vas assessed by comparing work history of respondents with

Iheir'scores.on thelOP (their two -word doJignatio0;tend,(1) criterion.:re1ated vali-

.$1tpwasiasseseed,bY'Administering 00 top to a groupof workers, a aPePifc

z- 6



orientation (i.e., paYthiatric attendants) and 'comparing their classification as

ahoWbftheit Ot4044t -

The-reliability of the /OP was assessed for-(1)'te00oral stability.,(teet4retesq

and (2)'internal;coneietency-(001it-half reliebility). The IOPr was Spliti(odd-eVen

item/W.and a Pearson toefficient'(knattai4.1968) wart also olculatede lorlthe

Vslidity,siudiellof.thsIOPiAliftY subjects were socuredc,The

Sastge'cata fromrfouvaourceselUknkers (psychiatricattendents) fromyraaneg. Per

chiatrio Hospital (N*15), factory foremen at Crouse-HindsrCorporetion-0111):0 And,

4eicheriiiSide dt'Jefferion County, Newlerk:AsSooiationAptillotardid:Children-(N,l5),'

and at-the 0s4ago'CoUnty, New YorkBoard oUCoopeeative Education Services:0000),

Ter'the-initial etudieN, tho'subjecteamplbeVereArawn%fromthe.Syrecuse,

Alett York area since SyraCtise'industry iti-sufficiently dilieraificCinitermA,o0lumbers

and'OPeCOt-mintifaitUring plantito'bioconsidered:chdrecterisfic otindOettlyWNeo

lork''itate and in' the nation (Niagara,Nohawk/Poger,COrPeratiPni-4965)i,

KUder*RiChardtion sOlit-hS1Creliability coeffitiente!were: talculafeCfer-Aaeh

aeald of the .10P.- The NaltUal4outdoori 'technical - analytical, sand: service/

`scalee-of fhelOP haveitorreletions-Of .8Ei:+02,,tandis02,:reepeStively'.1 10114410ri-

`641.eonfortaitYillusinead-resouicefultesei,and Artidtictoreativetedalo,havotorrela..

tions,of .94, .98, and .98, respectively.-

'Test- retest -reliability of the to) was cothputed tieing theiintraclasa,correlaticl)

coefficient (Robinso00951) and byrmeans,ot,thelPeareoniprodutt.tomenttcorre/atioii

coetficient.' The foimer'cOirelation coefficient, is a:cuvilineat measure andleflecte,

igtiement between two variables. Thelearsonian.cerielation is a'aesaere,of(the

linear Correlation between' two variables. The -value of_ttwintraclass,correlation

coefficient depende;-in part; owthe'value.of the Pearsonian correlation but,. it also

depends on the differences between the means and standard' deviations of the two

Variablee.'

'"TheMean:tesf7retest(eix weeks) intraclass correlation was .81- (ranger .62-

89) porsoh'teet-tetest correlation Was .84 "(ranges For each

type of correlation, the Husineae-lesourcefulness scale of theOP,was most reliable

on six week retest and' the Attistic-creative Scale was leadf reliable.

In order to make" preliminary assessment of the concurrent validity of the

the entire sample wee adMihistered the /OP and Holland's VII. Pearson product moment'

corra/stiOnS'betWeenecaled of the IOP and I which, presumably, measured similar

vocAtienia orientations were COmPtitedt Correlation coefficients for thelix.401) and

VP/ scale orientation scajes ;ere; 1) Manual-outdoor (IOP) vs. Realistic (Opt
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1- Jel-2)1echhical-analytical (TOP) vs. Investigative (VP/)i, L001,. 020) Social

services (IN) vs. Social (VPI) $ IN .78; 4) Clerical-conformityORYyek:gonven-

tionalr(VPI)-1 r,o .57; 5) 80,01ms resourcefulness (TOP) vs. Enterprising 011)1

1'1..7)1'6) Artistic - creative, OM vs. Artistie,(VPI); r c73.7 T4000 resul,te Pro-

vide sod° evidence of=the'concurrent,validity'Of the IOP. , The moderete positive

-:tortelation coefficients indicate a substantial linearoverlapbetweenha TOP and

ATIpyot Mayvalso indicate that, to` some extent, the instrumentsare measpring.4iffer

ent Underlying consbructs.',-- =

The 'condkruct and-predictive validity of.a test is the extent to whiehjt:i0

said to measure or predict a theoretical 2oncept or trait,(Anatitasit'j940,tyas

postulated that theJOP wouldl,e able to: differentiate betweendiseimilar occupation -

'al groups since, presumably, they 404:differeWecCuP40.4441,141rerest4 8.0.44101."

donee of:the construdtvalidityothe IOP,was. obtainedby:comparingthe.".greupj01,

profiles of the,psychietric attendante,-,teeehere, aidsend4aetory foremenwhowere

part of the sample. Besides- leaving separate and,dietinct.IR prOfiXes, it was noted

than the psychiatric attendants andteachertvaids.-(both-classif4ed=by 4011400 AA the

Social and Artistic categories), as predicted, scored high,O0 thej0p-inj4044Areas.

The foremen, classified:byliolland (1970) as'Realiatic, scored high on the Manual

outdoor X01) scaler which was also pr040.040'

Criterion- related VOlidity ofthe IPPwas osseese&byselecting a portion of

the totalsample (poychiatrierettendants, WO) and comparing, the elaseifiCeti9.4 they

received on the IOP.:andtheractual,occupationalelaesificatte0 ofi 094 present job.

There was agreement, eadescribed above, in twelve.of. the fifteen capes,:,JhiaSO

percent,agreament:between measured and actual occupational claSsifientions iR,accep-

table as preliminary evidence of the:eriterionrelated :validity of the IOP.

In furthetvelidity,etudies of the OW with substantially larger samples -0

adult employed workers, 4Ultiple discriminant analysis procedures will be uaed to

teat the WO ability to differentiate types of %orlon; and to evaluate .the coneur

rent validity of the.I0P., 'The temperal,atability :(test-retest reliabilttY) of the

TOP will be measured over several time periods.

In summary,:thereRults of:these preliminary studies regarding_ the validity and

reliability of the-IOP, suggest:that: the instrument is potentially useful4n evaluatr

Jng the vocational preferences of non- professional, non - managerial workers. Initial

'evidence of theconeurrent and predictive validity of the:I0p has been obtained. as

haa:'evidence indicating moderately high correlations14th,the scales; of to,11.itn4's
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11. Psatodaytma

John Holland's initial statement of his vocational choice theory (Holland,` 959),

his two booka (1966, 1973) and all of his work on'hiethiOrY are based on the preludes

that the vocational personality of any periOn can be described; essentially, hy'pltv.

eing them into one of six categorise'. These categories:, or personality types, ares

realistic, investigative, artistic, social, etterprieln4; and conventional''-Hollan6

(1973)' recent book providei a:deicriptionnf each personality type in terms= of 'pre-

ferred activities andinterepta, comPetencies, aolfParcaptiOns and personal charac-

teristics.
g t,-

12. 1011.4ation...7,jek,

As will be noted in tho discUssion of the next vocational construct, job satie

factiOn and votational.satisfaction aro distinct concopts'and, as such, are measured

in different ways. Martin vocations satisfaction refers-to(a long-term concept of

One's satisfaction With .2111 vocational activities and history, with orgokrkt voca-

tional experiences and with'future,vocational expectanciesf jAmatigfaction refOra

to one's feelings about a single job and about job-related events, relation4hips and

personal attitudes.

Crites' (1969) book on vocational psychology includes,a,very thorough chapter

dealing with vocational and job,eatisfaction.Job satiefaetion'had besty.of interest

to industrial psychologists for decades and "occupational" Satisfaction has been

studied by sociologists. A series of reviews by Robinson (1952, 19531'1954, 1955,

1956, 1957, 1958) and Robinson and Connors (1959, 1960, 1961, ,1962,' 1963. 1966) in

thaPersogl_Atikitkng Journal may help the reader gain somewhat of A historical

perapective.

Job satisfaction includes at least six differentelements as part of the con-

struct. They are satisfaction with: 1) work tasks, 2) financial rewards (salary,

fringe benefits), 3) the work environment, 4) interpersonal relations (co-workers,

supervisors, etc.), 5) employing agency, company or institution, and 6) Personal

needs, growth and development. Herzberg, et al. (1957) reviewed over 150 studies

and'proposed 10 major job-factor categories: 1) intrinsic aspects of the job,

2) supervision, 3) working conditions, 4) wages, 5) opportunity for advancement,

6) security, 7) company and management, 8) social aspects of the job, 9) communica-

tions, and 10) benefits.

As part of a series of Minnesota Studi(a in Vocational Rehabilitation, several

studies of job satisfaction of blue collar, white collar and handicapped workers were
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performed. Carlson, et al. (1962) indicated that job satisfaction included five

001WPWas 1) geWal, job satisfaction, 2) satisfaction with working conditions,

3) satisfaction with supervision, 4) with compensation, and 5) satis-

faction with co- workers. Later studies by Weiss, of al. (1967) resultedin the

Minnesota Satisfoption Questionnaire. The short-form (20 items) of the MSQ consists

ekthreescaleg: Intripaic)otisfictionlItxtrineiesatisfaction and,0eneral eatis-7

fiction. The long form of the MSQ (100 items in the Likert-scale version) includes

:twenty separate scales. They are: Ability Utilization, Achievement, Activity,

Advancement, Authority, Company policies and practices, Compensation, Co-workersi

Creativity, Independence, Moral values, Recognition, Responsibility, Security, Socia'

service, Social status, Supervision-human relations, SuporVision-technicali Variety,

and Working Conditions.

Crites (1969) noted that a researcher could approach the messurement,of job

satisfaction by taking a iftslakapOroach (typified by the MSQ.short-form or Hoppock's

JO Satisfaction Blank (1935,1970) or the summativo approach such as is measured

by the long -form of the MSQ. In a recent personal communication (Crites, 1973), he

indicated that Hoppock's JSB correlates very highly with many other indices °flab

satisfaction (including the MSQ) and, in addition, it has the value of being short,

uncomplicated and easy to score.'

Hoppock's (1935, 1970) Job Satisfaction Blank (JSWivdesigned,to allow the

subject to reveal his global likes and dislikes for his job. , The JSB consists of

four parts,1 each part presenting seven choices in a continuum from very positive to

very negative views. The four parts are concerned with how,theAndividual likes his

job, how much of the time,he feels satisfied With:hiejob,how he logWabout'tharig-

ing his job, and how he thinks he compares with other people. Internal coneietency

Of the JSB revealed a split-half reliability of .87ACrites,,1969).N.,

:Hoppock's JSB focuses on a:combination of factors that evoke an "1 am satiofied

with my job" response from a person, hinging upon hisAvychnlogiCal, physiological,

and environmental circumstances. The individual who: s adminieterod,the JP) bal-

ances a multitude of satisfactions and dissatisfactions,; and arrives, at a composite

satisfaction with the job as a whole. When the JSB wee correlated with employment

statust:occupational level, and age, the results were found to be meaningful (Hop-

pock, 1935). Hoppock's JSB is reproduced in Appendix K. The point values are place(

beside each alternative, although Hoppock lists the 28 choices in sequence.
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13, Satisfaction - vocational

Satielactia'Oitkona'S work activities, on-.the-job relationships, paatveia-

tional progress, and'iuture vocational potentialities alicombifie as vocational

satisfaction (long-term, general occupational satisfaction). Vocational satisfaction

is distinguished,from.4.oksatiataction,in that the4atter is_coaped to one's satin"

faction pith, a pOrticular-sOt of job functions And roles, 040,0faption withco-worms

keraand,superviaoreand with whom one works on a day- to-day basis,, and eatia!action-

,with the employing agency or organization.
I

.ginsberg, at al. (1951) identified.thedifferent types 0(lreatlonalsa,tle-

faction. Intrinsic satisfaction, the first of these types, ir derlve4tfrOM,t1p,

,soilrces, One Ofwhich is described as:functionpleaqure''.. Thiplls the pleasure

_.which the individual gains through:his actual work,activities Another_ type fif my
tripaic satisfaction has its .source in the .indiviOuarssensa,9iacCopplishment'and

feelings of queues, and the personal realization ofabilitieS,Orough bia;acbieye-

mente. A second type of vocationaleatiefoctlon is terMed "concomfAant" satisfac-

tion, which includes an association, the pbysiCalyind m001.90481 yOrk$!18;con-

ditions (clean working environment,havinity fringe benefits, friendlyo-workera,

etc.). Extrinsic satisfactions, consisting of the tangible rewards, 9f work-nay)

bonuses, etc. -- describes the third type of vocational satisfaction. Vocational

satisfaction should b2 viewed as mote than the quantitative summation of tha'three

types of satisfactions. The scientific. observer should asseds,the level of satisfac-

tion achieved by the individual in relation to his expectationatol satisfaction,

Crites (1969) views vocational-Satisfaction as the individual's satisfactiOn

with his'life'p work", asdifferantiated from his job satisfaction, which).a.confined

to a particular positiOn hold at a given time. Certain situationak,factors, such as

unfriendly co-workersi could cause dissatisfaction with an individual's job, while

at the same time the individual may be satisfied with his vocational past and his

expectations of his vocational future. It is this long-term vocational behavior,

rather than that of a given moment, which is the focus of vocational satisfaction.

The Index of Vocational Satisfaction ,(IVS) attempts to measure long-term voca-

tional satisfaction, as described above4lv focusing items on 'past and ftit4te'voca7

tional situations, and on the expectancies of the worker and his important others.

A S's score on the IVS plus his Job Satisfaction score will summate to a single

vocational satisfaction score. The inventory of Vocational Satisfaction contains /6

items, of which eight each focus on the past and the future. The items deal with
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work advancement, relationships with co-workers, and intrinsic and extrinsic Wig-
4atienS.:IVS 49T00are:identified as,part.of the Vocational Opinion.Queptionnaire

(Section 4) LOV°4:01,4ppendixl,

14. lelfrdeacriWoni

Some of the project hypotheses call for self-deiCciptione'bY subjeCts'fOr com-

parisons with personality pattOrne and other variable-a: Holland (1970 deseribee

each of the-siX.persenality typescandonant with his theary ofvocational'chaice by

providing, in part, a list of adjectives With'WhiCh individuals ina-partiCulbr-per-

banality category might deactibe themselvee. These adjective's ate iWlarge part,

eMpirically derived:

For the current project, tot adjectivea from each of Haines six personality

categotiee were selected to forri'S small-di:SW of adjectives 'Thai° 'adjectives 'An

excess of ten which might be confusing or threatening to non-profoSsional workers

were omitted, Subjects will be asked tothoose and of the six groUps of adjectives

which mat closely match their porceptiona'Of themselves, They will then chock:

adjeCtives which most describe 'themselvei,-crosa out adjectives which are least like

themsdivve and leave untouched adjectiveS'which are somewhat like themselves. The

adjective groups are:

Realistic

Conforming,- agreeable
Frank - truthful, blunt
Genuine reel, sincere
Masculine
Natural.
rrsietent
P4actical - sensible

stable established, unchangeable
Thrifty - ()canonical
Uninvolved

Tnvestipative

Analytical - able to look at ,e sit-
'uatfon and take it apart
Cautious
Curious

IAdePP144,
Mothodical-r orderly'
Passive:a. patient, inactive
Precise .7 ecurate

tional reasonable, Sensible
Reserved - able to hold, back
Unaesuming modept, humble

Artistic

Complicated
Disorderly - messy
Emotional
Idealistic
Imaginative - creative
Impractical'- not practical
Impulsive r spontaneous
Independent
Nonconforming
Original

Social

Cooperative
Friendly
Generous
Insightful
kind
Persuasive
Responsible
Sociable
Tactful - clever, sensitive
Understanding



Enterprising

41.4vontureue

Ambitious eager
DOmineering - overbearing,
Energetic
Impulsive spontaneous
Optimistic - hopeful
Pleaeure-seeking
Self-confident
Sociable
Talkative

15. Socio-economic ttaatua
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Conventional

Conforming M agreeable
, Conscientious 0 dedicated, careful, honest

masterful Defensive - guarded
Efficient - effettive
Inflexible - stubbern, rigid
Orderly, neat, organized, well-trained
Pereistent
Practical sensible
Prudish - modest, reserved
Self-controlled - calm

The non-sociologist in search of a sound, simple measure of socio-economic

statue will find the same meaeurement ambiguity and'confuSion in sociology as in

psychology. Socio- economic, status is also described as occupational etatuei Occupa-,

tional prestige and social class, Holliigshead and R0431101'0.95E) deVeloped an

"Index of Social Position" which was designed to estimate the positiens occupied by

individuals in the statue, structure of the'community. Thelndex used an occupational

scalevaneducational scale and, initially, a residential scale to estimate a final

status position, Warner (1949).deVeloped a simplti'oecupationClaseification system

which resulted in a seven point status scale. Duncan (1961) recognized that no

single measure of socio-economic status could meet the need of.everi'researeher,

Building upon:previous work of the NatiOnal Opinion Research Center and the

Census Bureau,' Duncan (1961) devised a SocioecOnomie Index (Se) which would provide

a useful measure of individual socioeconomic status. The SEI was constructed to

correlate highly with individual age-adjusted income and education level. Duncan

provided a comprehensive listing of occupations and their comparative SEI value uaing

the 1950 Census Bureau data., As Featherman and Hauser (1973) note, "Dufican's'index

of socio-economic status, when applied as an attribute of a pergon, denotes the

status accorded to the individual as the incumbent of a particular occupational

role."

For the current project, Duncan's SEI index will be assigned to each S using his

ocCupational title and Duncan's (1961) appendix.

16. Stability - vocational

Vocational stability is a construct that has been mentioned only in passing by

vocational psychologists and theorists (Crites, 1969; Holland, 1906; Super, 1957).

It should not be confused with jolt stability which is measured by ascertaining the
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on the hexagonal model - i.e., from EnterprIsingAo Artistic, or to Realistic), and

5) the ifiterclais changer III (this refers to the person who changes from a particu-

lar environmental type to one which is directly opposite on the hexagonal model

i.e., from Enterprising to Investigative). It was believed that the type of job

change (ono of the above five classes) should be considered in developing the VSI

since a worker who went from one job to-a second job and stayed in the same three-

letter VP/ code would be considered more stable than a worker who went to a new.job

but changed his VPI code in the second and third positions, and would be more stable

than an of the interclass changers.

A second factor in developing the Vocational Stability Index was job tenure.

The length of time (months) in which the worker stayed on a particular job reflects

his level of vocational stability. Thus, a worker who had many jobs but stayed

very short period of time on each job would be viewed as less stable than the worker

who had fewer jobs and more time on-each job. The number of jobs is not considered

a relevant variable since, depending upon the particular type of environment in

which the worker is employed, he 'may have to change jobs frequently. For example,

the construction worker or the actor might have a series of three or four, one month

jobs,, but would still be considered a stable worker.

Another consideration for the VSI is the reason for leaving a job. It is expec

ted that the stable worker would have a positive reason for leaving a job (for

example, promotion to a new position, upward mobility of some sort, moving for

health reasons, etc.) and the less stable might have a negative reason for leaving a

job (for example, being fired or quitting a job, being demoted, etc.). A third

position would be the worker who left a job because of .environmental circumstances

such as layoff, a company closing, etc. A complete list of reasons for each of the

three categories has been developed (Appendix N).

Using the first three factors considered to be important in vocational stability

(class of change between jobs, tenure on each job, and reason for leaving) a VSI

formula was derived. The formula is as follows:

vST (CC x T x RL)1 + (CC x T x RL)2 + . . . (CC x T x RL)N 4. TT, where:

Vsi Vocational Stability Index

CC Class Change

T Tenure in Months

RL Reason for Leaving a Job (rating)

TT Total Tenure
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Referring to the reasons for leaving a job each worker will be assigned a rating

of 5 for a positive reason, 3 for an environmental reason,. and 1 for 4 negative rep-.

son.

Concerning class of job change, a particular rating will need to be plabed in

poSition of the CC in the formula. If the worker is a Class I - nonchangor - the

rating will be 11; if the worker is a Class II interclass changer the rating,

will be 9; if the worker is in Class III, IV or V +,interclass changer the rating

will be a number equivalent to ten times the correlation given in Holland's,h0:4-

gonal model, rounded off. For example, the correlation between the Conventional and.

Enterprising environmental types is .68. A worker who goes from Conventional to

Enterprising will thus receive 7 points (which is .68 times 10 6.8, rounded to,7

points). The range of points for interclass changers will be from 1 point to 7

points depending upon the distance between the environmental categories. A matrix

of points for interclass change are as follows:

I A S $ C

5 2 2 3 4

3 3 2 2

A 4 4 1

S 5 4

E 7

To compute the Vocational Stability Index the information concerning the three

factors ie entered into the formula and a particular number is computed. The ranges

of numbers for the VSI is 1-55. Thus, it is expected that non-professional workers

will be differentiated in terms of the level of their vocational stability.

17. Success - Vocational'

Starting from the assumption that "vocational success" and "vocational achieve-

ment" are synonymous terms (Crites, 1969), we will briefly consider several psycho-

logical views of the concept. According to Super (1951), "success, as the world

judges it, is fruitless and empty mimes it is also seen as success by the indivi-

dual." This statement underscores the subjective nature of vocational success and

proposes the necessity of considering both the extrinsic and intrinsic nature of the

concept. For some, success may be synonymous with security, a good reputation, or

monetary rewards; for others, a successful position may allow for decisiveness,
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eelf-directivenese, and'achievement. Furthermore, as stated by Dreasel (1953),

vocational success "involves a value jedgment which must of necessity be different

for different people and for different catural patterns."

According to Lewin:(1936):

The experience of success and failure does no depend upon the

achievement as such, but rather upon the rela;:ion between tho
achievement and the perso00 expectation. 000 can °peak, in
this respect, about the person's 'level of aspiration', and
can say that the experiende and the degree of success andjail-
ere depend upon whether the achievement is above or Fllow the
momentary level of aspiration (pp. 926-927).

Lewin's reference to the achievement of one's personal expectations 0 similar to

Stott'o (1950) notion that the "attainment of the self-chosen goal" is:a critical

component of vocational success. Lewin also implied that vocational success is a

temporal concept which may fluctuate between high and low levels.

As a summary statement, therefore, an individual's description of his vocation-

al success should include his vocational history and the vocational expectations he

holds for the future.

To measure vocational success will require the combination of three types of

research data: 1) responses by each worker to a brief :estionnaire concerning hie

(i.e., subjective) view of his past vocational success, 1) similar information con-

cerning his future expectations, and 3) most importantly, an'objective report of the

subject's work behavior.

A review of several'factor analytic studies of vocational success and commen-

tary by noted psychologists (Bingham and Freyd, 1926; Viteles,:1932; Otis, 1940;

Toops, 1944; Super, 1951; Super and Crites, 1962) was used to prepare a comprehensiVe

list of such fetters. These factors have been used to develop the Vocational Success

Inventory used with the current study of non - professional workers. Vectors relevant

to vocational success include: 1) Quality and quantity of work output, Accidents

on the job, 3) Salary level and salary increases, 4) Length of service on jobs

(tenure), 5) Advancement on the job (promotion), 6) Level of responsibility for the

work, 7) Length of training period,'-a-acquidition of new-okille-(amount), 9) Sur'

gestions for improvement (creativeness), 10) Orderliness, 11) Organizing abilities,

12) Ability to relate to co-workers, 13) Ability to perform various jobs, 14) Know-

ledge of job, versatility, and accuracy, 15) Health, 16) Skill in dealing wit4

others, 17) Judgment, 18) Effectiveness in supervising the work, 19) Effectiveness

in planning one's work, 20) Effectiwness in improving; operating efficiency,
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21) Originality, adaptability and tolerance, 22) Motivation for work, 23) Resource-

fulness, 24) Ability to motivate others, 25) General reputation, 26) Drive and inia-

dye, 27) Interest and morale, 28) Loyalty to the company., Items used to measure

vocational success (Appendix 0), for the current research, are included in the

"Vocational Opinion questionnaire".

The objective measure of the subject's work behavior will be the Minnesota Sat-

isfactorinesa Questionnaire (Gibson, at al.,. 1910).

18. Work histeTy,,,

For this research, two questiOnnairee were used to gather detailed information

about the 8's past work experiences and to elicit anocdoted. material concerning the

reasons for vocational decisions The "Dachground Information" form '(Appendix C) is

composed of five,seCtions:. .1) educational and socio-economic information, 2) current

job information, 3) first full-time job information, 4) information pertinent to the

S's most satisfying.jobl'and 5) other vocational information. The "Work History

Profile" contains twelve questions whiolvfecus on those jobs held by the ;S .during the

last ten years (excluding current, tirst and most satisfying job), For each job

title, information will be elicited concerning, for example, length.ptemployment

(in months), source of job lead, reasons for taking the job,, reasons for leaving,

etc.

The items for the two questionnaires were, generated from.: 1), the bYPOt4Poa

and research questions proposed for the current research, 2) previous.reaearch car -

ried out by this rep:Archer and his colleagues, 3) sample work history forms in

several industrial psychology texts and 4) the work history formLused by Blum, et al

(1969) in their study of retrospective work histories of employed adults, and by

Weiss, et al; (1961) in their study of the Validity of Work Histories Obtained*

Interview: In addition, it is well to note that Featherman and Hauser (1973) report-

ed "marked ability of persons to report their occupatioes held five years in the

past, with nearly the same reliability as they report current statuses," They "re-

ject the implication that occupational information is subject to unusual distortion

and decay as a function of time" (p.: 245). A copy of the Work History Profile is

found in Appendix P.

C. 4/ATE19.

The population from which the sample will be drawn will consist of employed men
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and women holding non-professional, non-managerial jobs (skilled, semi-skilled, un-

skilled, technical, clerical) who live in the northeastern part of the United States.

The geographical limitation wAi`introduced to reduce data collection costs. The

methods which will be used to iample from the populatien will depend on the specific

distribution of the subjects in compaides And other'places of employment within spe-

cific geographical areas, and the maximum estimated sampling precision which can be

achieved with minimum cost (Scott and Wertheimer, 1962).

For this study, "non-professional worker" is defined as an employed, adult man

or woman whose job title, as specified in the Dictionary of Occupational Titles

(U.S. Department of Labor, 1965), does not 'start with codes 0 or 1 (Professional and

managerial) and whose level of general educational development (GED) falls between

1-4 (that is: no special training, elementary school, high school, some college,

technical or business training). Persons with GED levels at 5 or 6 (college traininE

are not included as "non-professional, non-managerial workers".

Approximately 85 male and 85 female subjects (total 111000) will be selected .f:or

each of Holland's six personality types. Holland's Realistic occupations include

skilled trades, technical and some service occupations; Investigative occupations

include scientific and some technical occupations; Artistic occupations include ar-

tistic, musical, and literary occupations; Social occupations include educational

and social welfare occupations; Enterprising occupations include managerial and

sales occupations; Conventional occupations include office and clerical occupations.

Workers of four personality types - Realistic, Inventigative, Conventional and

Enterprising - are likely to be found in industrial settings, manufacturin; firms an

businesses. To secure names, addresses and job titles of potential S's in Holland's

Social and Artistic categories will require: 1) Contact with professional persons

working in social service agencies within selected communities (known to research

staff or via letter), 2) Letters to agencies and businesses (found in community tele-

phone books) which have high probability of employing non-professionals in the two

categories of interest, and 3) Advertisements in local newspaperS soliciting paid

volunteers for the project.

The multi-stage sampling variation of the cluster sampling procedure (Scott and

Wertheimer, 1962) will be utilized. The initial procedural steps will be as follows:

(1) Identification of occupations from which subjects will be sampled. Occupations

from Holland's (1070) classification which represent the six personality-types will

be chosen; (2) Identification of businesses, companies and other employment settings

which employ persons performing the selected occupations. Directories of businesses
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published by local Chamber of Commerce's, yellow pages of telephone books, Thomas'

Manufacturing Directory, and other sources will be used for such identificationj

(3) Random selection (with back-up list) of companies which will be contacted by let-

ter and telephone to secure cooperation wi.th'the research project and to secure a

mailing list of appropriate workers and (4) Identification of workers and their job

titles from company rosters.

From a large pool of potential subjects, workers will be randomly selected

(approximately 15-202 more than needed in each sex-personality category) and an ini-

tial letter, with a return postal card, will be sent. Using the returned postcards

with domogrphic data for each volunteer, subjects will be randomly selected with

stratification on the criteria of sex and personality category. To the extent possi-

ble, age of worker will be considered so as to reflect the age groupings of American

workers, in general. Follow-up letters will specify date and time of the data col-

lection meeting and will ask subject to reconfirm their intention to participate in

the study.

Subjects will be paid at the rate of $5 per hour for an estimated three hours

per subject to assure both participation in the research and cooperation with the

research staff.

D. Research Procedures

1. Pilot Study

In order to assess the test administration procedures and to discover other

problems with research instrumentation, a pilot study was performed using 20 non-pro-

fessional workers from the Syracuse metropolitan area. The workers were secured by

advertising in the Syracuse University newspaper and were, predominantly, S.U. em-

ployees. There were 10 men and 10 women who fell, largely, into Holland's Realistic

and Conventional categories. Most Conventional workers were clerical workers at

S.U., and most Realistic workers were on the custodial or physical plant staff of

the University.

The research questionnaires and inventories were grouped in the following man-

ner: Booklet I - "Background Information" - data concerning demographic, education-

al, socio-economic, some work history and some vocational background information;

Booklet II - "Vocational Opinion Questionnaire" - vocational satisfaction, vocational

success, confidence in organization, vocational aspiration, job satisfaction,
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vocational needs, self-descriptions, and chance and contingency factors in vocation-

al decisions; Booklet III - "Personal Opinion Questionnaire" - interpersonal compe-

tency, anomy, self-acceptance, vocational maturity, and internal-external control.

Subjects. also completed a "Work History Profile" for each job held in the last

ten years, Holland's VPI and Salomone's IOP. At the end of the test-taking session

they were given an envelope which contained a letter to their employment supervisor

and a copy of the Minnesota Satisfactoriness Questionnaire.

The test taking sequence was: 1) Booklet I, 2) VPI, 3) Booklet II, 4) 15 minute

coffee break, 5) Work History Profile, 6) 'OP, 7) Booklet III, and 8) letter to

supervisor - MSQ.

This procedure allowed the research staff to distribute inventories and ques-

tionnaires in a manner which a) limited the influence of responses to one question-

naire on another, b) provided S's with a brief rest between sets of booklets, and

c) gave the test administrators time to check booklets for omissions or gross errors.

Thus, several posaible confounding variables (sequence effect, fatigue effect, and

practice effect) were considered in determining the position of each instrument.

2. Data Collection

The selection of subjects, and the procedures for the standard administration of

research inventories and questionnaires has already been described. Collectioa of

research data which takes approximately three hours to complete will require admin-

istration of research booklets to subjects, by research staff, rather than the use

of the mailed questionnaire technique.

The researcher who collects data through the use of mailed questionnaire must

cope with the inevitable problems associated with a) limited return of research

materials by subjects, b) incomplete and/or unusable materials, and c) unknown var-

iables related to unstandardized and uncontrolled test administration procedures.

To avoid these problems, subjects will be gathered in moderate sized groups (25-30

persons) on a Saturday or Sunday morning, 'from approximately 8:30 to 11:30 a.m., or

Saturday afternoon. Following standard administration instructions, booklets will

be distributed and the test-taking will be monitored. Subjects will be compensated

by check within 7-10 days following the successful completion of the inventories.

Subjects will be secured from the northeastern part of the United States (New

York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Maine). The geographical

limitation was introduced to reduce travel costs related to data collection. Initial

selection of cities in which data collection will take place include: New York city,
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Syracuse, Albany, Rochester, Buffalo, Newark, Trenton, Philadelphia, Scranton, Pitts-

burgh, Harrisburg, Boston, Pew Haven, Harifoid, Bangor, Portland. Each city repre-

sents both the particular metropolitan area and the surrounding smaller cities and

towns.

Given decision regarding the cities in which data collection will take place

and the dates for each city, a meeting place (hotel meeting room or university con-

ference room) will be arranged.

3. Data Processing and Coding

As Taylor and Bowers (1972) noted, questionnaires being prepared for use with

large samples should be pre-coded so that keypunch operators can transcribe informa-

tion directly from the questionnaires. The alternative procedure is to train coding

clerks to transfer numbers from questionnaires to coding sheets. Keypunch operators

can then punch and verify the information. Although the pre-coding procedure was

not used with the pilot study, an effort will be made to prepare printed research

booklets so that they can go directly to keypunch operators. Besides reducing data

processing costs, this procedure minimizes errors which coding clerks are likely to

make.

Another data processing procedure under consideration is the possibility of

having questionnaire items printed directly onto answer sheets which can be scored

by optical scanning machines. One limitation with the use of IBti.type aneier sheets

is that S's believe that the machine-readable sheets "go slower" in responding

(Taylor and Bowers, 1972) than does the booklet format in which the S circles or

checks an answer. An alternative procedure to the use of IBH-type answer sheets by

S's, is for the coding clerks (working in pairs) to transfer questionnaire informa-

tion to IBM answer sheets rather than to the keypunch coding sheets. This procedure

has the advantage of allowing the research staff to program optical scanning equip-

ment to score inventories and punch out data cards directly. Also, for questionnaire

items which have stem reversals (e.g., a negative set for the item rather than a

positive one), the optical reader can be programmed to add appropriate score points

(high or low, forward or reversed) for each item in a particular scale.

The rationale for using negative stems on an item (i.e., I don't . . or It

doesn't seem . . ,) is to reduce a positive response set which often results in a

skewed distribution of scores. Yet, Taylor and Bowers (1972) found that stem rever-

sals may confuse S's and might introduce a bias rather than correcting a response

bias. Apparently, the procedure for checking this possibility is to compare the wear



reeponses from negatively--and positively-worded items for substantial. differences.

In thS4urrent prOjeet', ah examination of thede potential biases Willi be made.,

B. Statistical totpaysis

One of the primary instruments is-the Work History Profile (WHO. :OSing'Sugges-

tions by Blum at al. (1969), the work history of subjects caa be accurately collected

-400041vaed., Items 'in the WHP will be coded for'datatr000t#1ral:tO42$:dat.,(cards.

Similarly, all other subjeetAnformation wil0a=categorisie(Whare:reepondents re. .

plied to operiended questions), coded. and tresnferr0 Co IBM cards.

The statistical techniques employed will depOnd onthStYPO oUdat0,t0h0

MO whether the,Anformation is relpvaatte a testablahyp000018 Or4reseac..ch

questions, the kind of between - groups analyses required, and the statistical aasump»

tions which are O*0;0quieitootOanalysi0:.' 'Whore 80014444* '00:01.001.0ditscrim-

inant analysis approach (Tatsuoka, 1971) will be used to determine the extent to

which: subject responses to the VPI can be used to aceuratalyclaggify peraOns into

separate groups. The Type I analysis of variance procedure (Lindquist0953) will

be used for the comparison of groups over several related variables, such as. voca-

tional satisfaction. Following the analyses of variance, where appropriate, the

Scheffe,test (Scheffe', 1959) will be used to determine the significance of differ-

ences between group means. For assessing the level or degree of relationship botweer

variables, correlational methode.will be employed.
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APPENDIXES

APOPOIX"A

,

Of the Jobe listed in this ineition, which
-
ONE would you choose to have within

10-015 years frOM now, if yOu Were FREE to CHOOSE ANY of theM you wished?

(circle'one)

1. Building Contractor 9. Minister
2, Clothes Presser in a Laundry 10. Radio Announcer
3. Dentist 11. Scientist
4. Dock Worker 12. Taxi Driver
5, Economist 13. Truck Driver.
6. Instructor in Public Schools . 14. Underteker
7, Machine Operator in a Factory 15. U.S. Representative in Congress
8. Manager of a Small Store in a City

2. Of the lobs listed in this question, which is the BEST ONE,you are REALLY SURE

YOU COULD GET within the next few years? (circle one)

1. Biologist 9. Lawyer
2. Clerk in a Store 10. Mail Carrier
3. Coal Miner 11. Musician, Symphony Orchestra
4.. County Judge 12. Physician
5. Garbage Collector 13. Policeman
6. Head of a Department, State Gov't 14. Public School Teacher
7. Insurance Agent 15. Trained Machinist
8. Janitor

3. Of the jobs listed in this question, which ONE would you choose you were

FREE to CHOOSE ANY of them you wished within the next few years? (circle one)

1. Accountant for a Large Business 9. Official of an International Labor
2. Architect Union
3. Artist Who Paints Pictures that 10. Owner-Operator of a Lunch Stand

are Exhibited in Galleries 11. Plumber
4. Banker 12. Restaurant Cook
5. Bookkeeper 13. Soda Fountain Clerk
6. Chemist 14. State GOvernor
0. Farm Hand 15. U.S. Supremo Court Justice
B. Night Watchman

4. Of the lobe listed in this question, which is the BEST ONE you are REALLY SURE

YOU COULD HAVE.within lo-15. Years from.now? (circle one)

1. Author of Novell" 9. Garage Mechanic,
2.- Barber 10. Milk Route,Men.'

3. Bartender 11. Nuclear Physicist

4. Carpenter
5. Civil Engineer

12. Owner of a Factory,
People

Employs 100

6. College:Professor 13. Psychologist
7. Electrician 14. Reporter on a Daily Nevspaper

0, Filling-Station Attendant 15. Restaurant Waiter
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Appendix B

Figure 1: A Hexagonal :Adel for Interpreting Inter- and
/ntraClass Relationships *

REAL .46 INT

ENT . 5 4 SOC

* Reproduced from Holland, J. L., Whitney, D. R., Cole, N. S., and Richards, J. M.

Jr. An empirical occupational classification derived from a theory of

personality and intended for practice and research. Iowa City, Iowa:

ACT Research Report No. 29, American College Testing Program, 1969.
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AppendiXC

BACKOROVND i0FORMATION

Name Date

Home address

2. Age Birthdate 3. Marital Status

44 How many years of school did you complete? (circle)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11_;.12 13 14 15 16 17 18
grade school hioh school college

5. How many years of school did your father smittal (circle)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12' 13 14 15 16 17 18
grade school high school college

6 How many years of school did your mother complete? (circle)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
grade school , high school college

7. What was your father's occupation when you were a high school senior?

Job title

8. Did you over study in a trade school, business school, or correspondence school?

NO YES Which typo, number of years

9. Have,you ever done any job planning with a counselor, vocational counselor, or

psychologist? NO YES Which type, when?

10. Are you a union member? NO YES What union?

11. Did you ever have any ou-the-job accidents or injuries? NO YES 'Describe

injury

Did you return to the company?

12. How many different, FULL-time jobs have you had in the last ten years?

13. Please LIST the jobs you had (before your present job) in the last ten years or

mare. Start with your legit job title and go backward.

Lot job title

When was injury?



Job before

Job before

Job before

Job before

Job before that

Job before that

Job before that

Job before that

Job before that

that -----.---

that

that

that

401.....p.111011111.6

PRESENT JOB:

14. Title

15. Duties

*NM

.SECTION II

16. What particular factors about yourself or your situation influenced your doci-

sion to do THIS kind of work?

17. Starting date (month/year)

18. Company name

Address

Name of immediate supervisor

19. Hours week

20. Current pay $ hour day week month (circle)

21. Starting pay $ . hour day week month (circle)

22. Did you receive training for the job? NO YES Describe
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23. How did you find our about this job?

24. Have you received any salary increases? NO YES How many?

25. Have received any promotions? NO YES Describe

SECTION III

FIRST FULL-TIME JOB:

26. Title

27. Duties

28. What particular factors aLout yourself or your situation influenced your

decision to do THIS kind of work?

29. Starting date (month /year) Ending date (month/year)

30. Did you followyour original vocational plan (job selection) after,,schooling?

YES NO What happened?

31. What kind of job did you expect to get when you left school? Title or

description

32. What kind of job did you hope to get when you loft school? Title or descrip-

tion

33. How did you find out about your first job?

34. Did you receive training for the job? YES NO Describe

35. What were your reasons for taking this job?
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36. What wore your reasons for leaving this job?

37. How sati3fied were you with this job? (circle)

Very Satisfied Satisfied Neither Satisfied Dissatisfied Very
nor Dissatisfied Dissatisfied

38. When you first began to think seriously about the kind of work you wanted to

get into what occupations did you consider at that time? Job titles:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5. Others

11MoIM=.

39. Why did you take your first job (job title in Oistion #26) instead of one (or

more) of jobs listed above in Question #32?

MOST SATISFYING FULL-TIME JOB:

40. Title

41. Duties

SECTION IV

42. What particular fw.tors about yoLrsolf or your situation influenced your

decision to do THIS kind of work?

43. Starting date (month/year) Ending date (month/year)
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43a. How did you find out about this job?

44. How satisfied were you with this job? (circle)

Vary Satisfied Satisfied Neither Satisfied Dissatisfied Very
nor Dissatisfied Dissatisfied

45. Did you receive training for this job? NO YES Describe

46. What wore your reasons for, taking this job?

46a. What were your reasons for leaving this job?

SECTION V

OTHER VOCATIONAL INFORMATION

47. What hobbies do you really work at?

48. Please daydream for a minute--and suppose that you had a chance to begin your

vocational life again. Without regard for money or other problems, what kind

of work (or training) would you choose, and why?

48a. What other changes would you make, and why?

49. Thinking about ALL the jobs you've had, what important events, people, personal

matters or other factors influenced your vocational decisions MOST?

50. All in all, what would be the most IDEAL kind of work for you? Why?
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Appendix D

`Interpersonal Competency Scale

John L. Holland and Leonard L. Baird (1968)

1. I have a reputation for being able to cope with difficult people. (T)

2. I find;it easy to talk with ali kindi of people. (T)

3. I find it easy to play many rolesworker, leader, follower, church goer,

athlete, traveler, etc. (T)

4. t'iM good at playing'tharades. (T)

5. People seek 00 out to,tell me about their: troubles. (T)

6. My physical endurance is greater than that of the average person my age. (T)
.

7. I think I have unusual skillfor assessing themotivition of other workeis, (T)

8. My pheical energy is greater than that of the average potion my:Age. (0'

9. I have unusual skills.for making groups, clubs, or organizations function

effectively. (T)

10. If I want to, I can be a very persuasive person. (T)

I have a clear picture of what I am like as a person. (T)

12. I know what I want to do with my life. (T)

13. My physical health is'excellent. (T)

14. My friends think that I am shrewd and insightful about other people. (T)

15. I have good coordination. (T)

16. I would enjoy being an actor (actress). (T)

17. Most of the time, I have an optimistic outlook. (T)

18. My friends regard me as a person with good practical judgment. (T)

19. I am seldom ill. (T)

20. I believe I have good practical judgment. (T)



Appendix E
; =

Anomy Scale

McClazky and, 4. U. Scheer (1965)
=

1. Everything changes so quickntheee days that / often have trouble deciding

iihiCh are the right rulei-to follow. (T)

2. People were better,o0 tn the old days when everyone knew,juet how he was
=;)

expected to act. (T)

'3. With everything so uncertain these :days it almost seems as thou anything

could happen. (T)

4. What is lacking in the world today is the old kind of friendship that 'lasted
= ;

for a lifetime. (T)

I often feel awkward and out of place. (T)

It seems to me that other people find it easier to decide whai is right than

I do. (T)

7. With everything in such a state of disorder, it's hard for a person to know

where he stands from one day to the next. (T)

8. The trouble with the world today is that most people really don't believe

in anything. (T)

9. X often feel that many things our parents stood for are just going to ruin

before our very eyes. (T)
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Appendix F

Self-Acceptance Scale

E. M. Borger (195?) - wodified

1. I'd like'it if I could find someone'who would tell me how to 'solve my per-

sonal problems. (F)

2. I don't question my worth as a periOn, even if I think others do, (T)

3. When people say nice things about me, I find it difficult to belieVe they

really mean it. 'I.think maybe they're kidding me or aren't being

sincere. (F)

4. If there isaay criticism or anyone says anything about me, I just can't

take it. (F)

5. I don't say much at social affair's because m afraid that people will cri-

ticize me or laugh if T. say the wrong thing. (F)

6. I realize that l'm not living very effectively butt just don't believe I've

got it in me to use my energies in better ways. (P)'

7. I look on most of the feelings and impulses I haVe toward people as being

quite natural and acceptabta. (T)

8. Something inside me just won't let me by satisfied with an job I've done- -

if it turns out well, I get a very smug feeling that this is beneath me, I

shouldn't be satisfied with this, this isn't a fair test. (F)

9. I am frequently bothered by feelings of inferiority. (F).

10. Because of other people, I haven't been able to achieve as much as I should

have. (F)

11. I Jim quite shy and self-conscious in social situations. (F)

12. In order to get along and be liked, I tend to be what people expect we to

be rather than anything else. (F)

13. I seem to have a real inner strength in handling things. I'm on a pretty

solid foundation and it makes me pretty sure of myself. (T)

14. I don't feel self-conscious when I'm with people who have a superior position

to mine in business. (T)

15. Very often I don't try to.be friendly with people because I think they won't

like me. (F)

16. I feel that I'm a person of worth, on en equal plane with others. (T)

17. I can't avoid feeling guilty about the way I feel toward certain people in

my life. (F)
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18. I'm not afraid of ((Mains new people. I feel that I'm a worthwhile person

end there's no reason why they.ehOulddialike mi. (T)

19. I sort of only half011eVil in myself. (F)

20. ; th*nk,IhaVe certain abilities and other people say so too, but I wonder

if ,not giving them, an importance way beyond what they deserve. (P)
r!

21. Ijeel, confident that Ican do aomething about the praiAelts t4t may arise

440e future. (T)

22. I guess I put on a show to impress people, I know I'm,not the pert* I

pretend to be, (F)

23. I do not worry or condemn myself if other people pass judgment against me. (T)

24. When I'm in a group I usually don't say much for fear of sayingthe 'Wrong

thing. (F)

25. I have a tendency to sidestep my problems. (F)

26. I feel that I'm on the same level as other, people and that helps to estab-

lish good relations with them. (T)

27. I don't feel that people are apt to react differently to me than they

would,notmally react to other people. (T)

28. I live too much by other peoples' standards. (F)

29. When I have to address a group, I get self-conscious and have difficulty

saying things well. (F)

30. If I didn't always have such hard luck, I'd accomplish much more than

have. (F)

' '
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Appendix 0

Internal vs. External Control Scale

J. B. Rotter (1966) - modified

1. Many of the unhappy things in people's lives are partly dUe to bed:Xuck. (E) (T)

2. Peopleie,miefertunesreault from the mistakes they make; .(1)';(1?)

3. In the long run people get the respect they deserve in'thiaWnr1-0 ',(/) (F)

4. Unfortunately, a1 individual's worth often passes unrecognized no matter 1100 hard

he tries; ,(E) (T)

Without the right breaks one cannot be an effective leader. (E) (T):,

Capable people who fail to become laadets have e not takan Advantage of their op-

portunities.
.

.

portunities. (1) (F)
,

7. Becoming a success is a matter of hard work, luck has little or nothing to do

with it, (I) (F)

8. Getting a good job depends mainly on being in the right place at the right time.

(E) (T)
.

9. The average citizen can have an influence in government' decisions. (1) (P)
!

10. This world is run by the few people in power, and there is not much the little

guy,can446 about it. (E) (T)

11. When I make plans, I am'almost certain that I can make them work. (F)

12. It is not always wise to plan too far ahead because manythings turn out to be a

matter of good or badloriUne anyhow (E)'(T)

13. In my case getting what I want has little or nothing to do with luck. (I) (F)

14. Many times we might just as well decide what to do by flipping a coin. (E) (T)

15. Who sett() be the boss often depends on who was lucky enough to be in the right

place first. (E) (T)

16. Getting people to do the right thing depends upon ability, luck has little or

nothing to do with it. (1) (F)

17. As far as world affairs are concerned, most of us are the victims of forces we

con neither understand, not control. (B) (T)

18. By taking an active part in political and social affairs the people can control

world events. (1) (F)

19. Most-people don't realize the extent to which their lives are controlled by

accidental-happenings. (E) (T)

20. There really,ia no such thing as "luck." (I) (F)

21. 44s-hard te'kpoq whetheror not a person really likes you.-(E)-(T)-
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22, How many friends you have depends on how nice a person you are. (I) (F)

23. With enough effort we can wipe out political corruption. (E) (T)

24. It is difficult for people to have nuch control over the things politicians do

in office. (I) (F)

25. Many times I feel that I have little influence over the things that happen to

me. (E) (T) ,

26, It is impossible for me to believe that chance or luck plays on important role

In my life. (I) (F)

27. People Are lonely because they don't try.to be friendly. (I) (F)

28. There's not much use in trying too hard to please people, if they like you,

they like you. (E) (T)

29. What happens to me is my own doing. (I) (P)

30. Sometimes I feel that I don't have enough control over the direction my life is

taking. (E) (T)

4
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APPon4lx

.VocatiOnal Maturity Scale *.

1, A person should plan to follow the occupation his parenaisuggest. (F)

2. Work is dull and unpleasant. (P)

3. You should choose a job which allows you to do what you believe in. (T)

4. Onee a person"makes a vocational choice,'he 'can't change his mind. (F)

5. A long as I can remember i've known whatkind of work I wanted to do. IP)

6. You have to know what you are rod at, and what you are poor at, before you'can

choose a career. (T)

7. I really want to accomplish something in my work -to make a great discovery or

earn a lot of money or help a great number of people. (F)

8. The most important part of work is the'pleasute which comes from doing it. (T)

9. You should choose a career carefully, then plan how to enter it. (T)

10. In order to choose a job, you should know what kind of a person you are. (T)

11. The greatest appeal of a job to me is the chance it might offer for getting

ahead. (F)

# /temd-fo,r thiti scale were modifidelfrom-CritesLYocational Development Inventory
(105)'uSing Suggestions offered by ShepOnid'UOY1).



Appendix I

Vocational Preference.Inventory

Scale and'Items (sample)

John L. Holland (1965)

1. Realistic

Master Plumber

Fish and Wildlife Specialist

Power Station Operator

Surveyor

Tree Surgeon

. Social

Personal Counselor

Director of Welfare Agency

Social Science Teacher

Marriage Counselor

Playground Director

5. Enterprising

Buyer

Stock and Bond Salesman

Political Campaign Manager,

Industrial Relations Consultant

Hotel Manager

2. Intellectual

Anthropolsbgist

Independent Research Scientist

Chemist

Geologist

Astronomer

4. Conventional

Court Stenographer

Financial Analyst

Bank Examiner

Statistician

Quality Control Expert

6. Artistic

Art Dealer

Playwright

Composer

Authcir,

Symphony Conductor



Appendix J

Inventory of Occupational Preferences

Scale and Items (sample)

Paul R. Salomone (1972)

. Artistic-Creative

Clothes Designer

Stage Hand

Photographer's Helper

Wood Crafts Worker

Tailor/Seamstress

3. Clerical-Conformity

Bookkeeper

Keypunch Operator

Librerian's Helper

Cashier

Office Machine Operator

5. Sotial Service

Ward Attendant

!ieighborhoOd Youth Worker

Social Worker Aide

Speech Therapist Assistant

Teacher's Aide

2. Business-Resourcaulnesi

Hotel Manager's Assistant

Real Estate:Salesman/woman

Vehicle Dispatcher

Auctioneer

Shoe Salesman/woman

4. Manual-Outdoor

Gas Station Attendant

Welder

Kitchen Helper

Cook

Auto MechaniC

6. Technical-Analytic

Lab Assistant

Inspector

Surgical Technician

Repairman/woman

Optometrist
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Appendix K'

Job Satisfaction Blank No. 5

by

Robert Hoppock

Choose the ONE of the following statements which best tells how well you like

your job. Place a check mark (J) in front of that statements

1 I hate it. (1)
2 I dislike it. (2)
3 I, don't like it. (3)
4 I am indifferent to it. (4)

I like it. (5)
6 I am enthusiastic about it. (6)
7. I love it. (7)

Check one of the following to show HOW MUCH OF THE TM you feel satisfied with

your job:

9 ---
10

11

12
13
14

All of the time. (7)
Most of the time. (6)
A good deal of the time. (5)'
About half of the time. (4)
Occasionally. (3)
Seldom. (2)
Never. (1)

Check the ONE of the following which best tells how you feel about changing your

jobs

15 I would quit this job at once if I could get anything else to do. (1)
16 I would take almost any other job in which I could earn as much as I am

earning now. (2)
17 I would like to change both
18 I would like to exchange my

of work. (4)
19 I am not eager to change tiny

job. (3)
20 / cannot think of any jobs for which I would exchange mine. (2)
21. I would not exchange my job for any other. (7)

,Check one of the following to show how you think you_compare with other peoplet

my job and my occupation. (3)
present job for another job in the same line

job, but I would do so if I could get a better

22 No_otte-likes his job better than I like mine. (7)
23= *lob much better than most people itki -theirs!) (6)
24 I Iito thy job-better than lost piopisliko _theire. (5)
25 :::: my it* -464- well 4 toot' p0014 'tikt:(0ie04 (4)

26 II more than Most'peOple . 0)
'06114 thy JO6 much- than -040-0#60W -(2)

:28 No otui-ditilikeehlUIoV'666-1- therrditaikA-WW(1)
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Appendix L

Index of Vocational Satisfaction

I am satisfied with myself concerning the progress I have made. (T)

I have not been trained wel/,,enough on my jobs to do the work that I was expect-

ed to do. (F)

3. I am basically satisfied with the friendliness of those I have worked with. (T) 4

4. I have a sense of accomplishment with the work I have done. (T),

5. I have not been satisfied with the physical eurroundings of my:joba.-(F)' H

6. I believe that I have done about as well tfiat peop16 who knew me have expected

me to do. (T)

For the most part, I am satisfied with the level of pay I received for the work

I Performed. (T)

3. I am not satisfied with the work skills and work habits I have developed. (F)

9. I will have the freedom to use my own judgment on the job. (T)

10. I will probably be satisfied with the working tOnditien#,,i(t)',

11. The people I work with in future jobs-will be friendly and,helpfpl..,(T)

12. I probably won't be satisfied with the progress I make.-(Y),"'

13. / won't be able to reach those vocational pals'which bast for myself: (F)

14. 1_will do about ae well in my work as I think other people expect me to do. (T).,

15. The work I do will make use of my skills and abilities. (T)

16. I won't have a chance to do different things on the job. (F)
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APOAnklix M

Measure of Vocational Needs

The:pOrpooe of this section is o findfout what you consider IMPORTANT in your

VocatiOnal Life. Your Vocational Life includes yotrpreeent job, your jobs

and your atm jobs. It includes your feelings about the actual things you do (or

have done) on the job, the people you work with (or worked with), the supervisors,

, N

the eompany, your salary . . ALL the different parts of your worlifi. Remember,

your Vocational Life is Itzt just your present job--it includes PAST, PRESENT and

FUTURE wbrk-rolated events, people or circumstancei.

Below is a list of 20 things some peoplo feel are,IMPORTANT to their VOCATIONAL

LIFE. Please put a chock mark next to the 2:which aro IMPORTANT to you. Then gat,
out/ which arc NOT IMPORTANT to you.

Remember, IWO which are important in your Vocational Life and mils 2,21 5

which are NOT IMPORTANT in your Vocational. Life.

Doing something that makes use of my abilitic;..

Having work which_ gives me a feeling of accomilishment.

Being busy all, the time on the job.
r

NaVing a job which has opportunities for advancement.

Being in a position to supervise othet Workers.

Working fora company which has fair policies..1.0.41

Receiving fair wages.

Working with friendly co-workers.

Being allowed to try out my own ideas.
-

Being able to work alone on the job.

Doing work which I feel is not morally wrong.

Getting recognition fox the work I do,

Making dec4iOns oailyown.
.

Haying a job which provides steady employment,

Doing,gork whichishelPfullo'other peoPle.

Having a'pOsition'witil some status. -

supervia* *herb-aka up-hip-workiirec
bong who Can train'hili'workers'Wel12,

p"eing- itepqthitti tifStt eyovy (4'so 6
Having -4( job with good working conditions.

",- ; , ,;i,14at;e eertairt Volt fi e mt:$
---
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Appendix N

Reaspns for Leaving a Jab

N2110agLON111LIWex

Positive Reasons, those which demonstrate the subject's striving to improve either

his vocational potential, his vocational position, or both. These reflect

current societal (i.e., middle class) values. Each reason is rated five points

on the VSI.

1. to continue or further education

2. enlistment in the military

3. offered a 'better job" elsewhere

4. leaving a job for one with more pay, better working, conditions, a more suitable
environment, etc.

5. to avoid physically dangerous or unhealthy environment

6. to improve mental health (i.e., too much pressure)

7.. promotion (i.e., from service station attendant to managet)

8. change in job shift; worker cannot change to new shift because of personal and/
or family reasons

9. transferred to another job with same company

Environmental Reasons - those reasons for leaving a job over which the subject has

no reasonable control. Each reason is rated three points on the VSI.

1. being drafted into the military service

2. no further means of transportation (i.e., car broke down, bus route changed)

3. boina "laid off" because of lack of work, temporary work, or'a slow down of
production

4. physical reasons (i.e., heart attack, stroke, pregnancy, accidents)

5. loss of job because of automation

6. environmental disaster (i.e., flood, fire, etc.)

7. strike, may create need for other means of family support

beinifteplaeed by aomeone who is more qualified, being-butped-bramote senior:
Ootker;s0AOLIOSPIiiSTbedanse Of=faliotiEism tiose'deidesi-fehirellia

Ban.t8'rePl of `4 _

_
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*optative Rqasons - those reasons which imply a worker's limited desire to work, his

immaturity, his negative work attitudes, or his negative work habits. Those

reasons reflect current societal values. Each reason is rated one point on the

VSI.

1. didn't like the work (bored, uninterested, wanted to travel, etc.)

2. inability to get along with 'co-workers

3. inability to obey orders or follow directions (insubordination)

4. incompetency (couldn't do the work)

5. addiction (alcoholism, drug addict, etc.),

6, getting demoted

7. getting "laid off" because of negative reasons (i.e., wasn't productive on job)

8. being imprisoned

9. getting fired (no further explanation)

10. dishonesty

11. loss of driver's license, thus, no transportation' to work



Appendix 0

Vocationnl Success Inventory

1. My salary has been about as much as I expected. (T)

2. For the most part, I received the promotions I expected. (T)

3. The qualitY and quantity .of my work has been satisfactory. (T)

4. I have not accepted all the responsibility in my Jobe as x might have,,(F)

S. / have found that./ have, the ability to :set others to do the work that was ex-

pected of them. (T)

6. For the most part, I have developed new skills in each new job I held. (T)

7. For the most part, my jobs have helped me to develop "character" within myself.

(T)

8. I have not always been loyal to the companies I have worked for. (P)

9. I have learned, over the years, to plan my work carefully, (T)

10. My general reputation on the job has not always been as good as it might have

been. (7)

11, I have been able to get along very well with other workers. (T)

12. The length of time I held most of my jobs was not as long as what I had hoped

for. (F)

13. I will be able to adjust fairly well to whatever the job demands. (T)

14. I will probably be making suggestions to my supervisor on how to improve the

work. (T)

15. I probably won't have the "got up and go' that I used to have. (F)

16. My salary may not meet my expectations. (P)

17. My health will not be getting any worse. (T)

.18. I won't be learning that many new skills in future jobs. (F)

19. For the most part, my on-the-job judgnonts will stay about the sane as now. (T)

20. The quality and quantity of my work will not be as satisfactory as in the past.

(F)

21. The level of my morale will be pretty high. (T)

22. My salary will be quite a bit more than in the past. (T)

23. The-judgment T show on the job will be about the some as in the,past (T)

24. I will probably haVe quite a few responsibilities as a supervisor.-(T)



Appendix P

WORK HISTORY PROFILE

Please complete a Work History Profile for EACH job you have had in the last 10

years, met for your present job, your first full time job and your most satisfy-
, _t

ing job. Describe your lel job firstolthen the job before that, and so forth until

you had covered 10 or r years backward, Thank you.

1. Job title

2. Duties

3. Starting date (month/year) Ending date (month/year)

4. How did you find out about this job?

5. Did you receive training for the job? NO YES Describe 6

6. How old were you? years (nearest birthday)

7. What were your reasons for taking this job?

8. What ware your reasons for leaving this Sob?

.......
9. Did you receive any pay raises on this job? NO "YES How many? ,

t

10. Did you receive any promotions? NO YES Describe

4.Y. 7 11 4 4M1

ii.-`how (*Lofted ware you with this job? (circle)

Wry kitielied Satisfied p0Ather SatiWed
Holt biesatidfied

t

110.111

Dissatisfied' Very.
Dissatisfied
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Appendix Q

Confidence-inOrganization Measure

KahniAolferPuinn, Snook, and Rosenthal (1964)

1. How well doss your boss know the jobs he supervises?

1, He knows very little about the jobs. (1)
'2. He doesn't know the jobt very well.. (2)
3. He knows the jobs fairly well. (4)
4. He knows the jobs very well.:(5) ,

2. How much is your boss interested in helping those who work under him get ahead
in the company?

1. Hp doesn't -want thorn to got ahead. (1)
2 Hediiesnq *cite whether they get t-dhead or not. (2)-
3.- He id glad to see them get ahead, but ho doesn't help them much. (3)
4. He helpi thei eet-dhead, if f-he gets a chance; (4)
5. He,goecout of his way theM get ahead.-(3)

Taking it all in all, how well would you say your ,hoss,doee his job?

16. Hp does a poor job. (1)
2.- 06 466i A fair job. (2)
3. He does 4 good job, (3)
4. He deeird very good job. (4)
5. He does an excellent job. (5)

4. How good would you soy your boas is at, dealing with the people he supervises?

1. Us is poor at handling people. (1)
2. '443 isalL very good at dealing with people' does other things better. (2)
3. He is fairly-good at dealtng with people. (3)
4, He is good at'this--better thein most. (4)
5. He -4 very good at thisit'a his strongept point. (5)

5. What happens when someone on your level makes a complaint about something?

1. It's hardly ever taken care of. (1)
2. It's often na taken care of. (2)

2. It's usually' taken care of. (4)
4. Ws 411mOst always taken care of. (5)

In this imaure tho respondent's attitudes toward his superior were asaumed to
embOdyfhie attitudes toward company management in general and to reflect a level of

Workrad)estmen,-1

leppondent's confidence-4e..organization_sCore was his total score taken OverAhese
11#eiteiii
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Appendix R

Minnesota Satisfactoriness Questionnai4e

Sample Items

Gay, et al. (1971)

Compared to others in his work group, how well does he . .

Pollow company policies and practices?

Accept the direction of his supervisor?

Follow standard work rules and procedures?

Compared to others in his work group . .

How good is the quality of his work?

How good is the quantity of his work?

If you could make the decision, would you . F

Give him a pay raise?

Transfer him to a job at a higher level?

Promote him to a position of more responsibility?

Compared to others in his work group, how often does he . .

Come late for work?

Become overexcited?

Become upset and unhappy?


